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Sidewalk Sale Set For
This Weekend City-Wide

'ion

The annual, gigantic city-wide
sidewalk sale will be held in Murray
this Friday and Saturday, August 5 and
6. Traditionally one of the biggest sales
promotions in this area; this year's sale
is expected to be bigger and better than
ever according to James Johnson,
executive secretary of•o-ihe Murray
Chamber of Commerce which is

sponsoring the promotion.
Shopping centers participating in this
year's sidewalk sale include:
Downtown, Central Center, Dixieland,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center, Olympic
Plaza, and Bel-Air Center.
"Murray's annual sidewalk sale is
unique in the fact that it is truly citywide and the,fact that, participating
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Ford letier Lost A
Victim Of Own Ambition
WASHINGTON (AP) — A letter by U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford protesting
government red tape lies unopened somewhere in the nether regions of the
federal bureaucracy,a victim of its own ambition.
The Kentucky Democrat, upset by what he felt was a "bureaucratic
fiaSco" in the U.S. Department of Agriculture's distribution of food stamps
to eastern Kentucky flood victims, addressed a strong call for investigation.
July 19 to Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland.
- Two- weeks later, there had -been -no response and USDA officials acknowledged that it"somehow went astray."
"I'm right put out by it all," Ford said Tuesday,-although I'm not sure it's
Bergland'sfault."
Ford wrote to protest the delay of issuing food stamps to More than 300
Bell County victims of last spring's eastern Kentucky flooding.
The flood victims, many of them elderly people, had been loaded into five
buses last spring at Pineville and taken to a temporary food stamp office at
ididdlesboro.
Once there, however, the flood victims were told they could net get food
stamps because there were no USDA signs and pamphlets at the office
warning of penalties for fraudulent claims.
The flood victims had to make a second bus trip to Middlesboro after some
warning signs were flown from Atlanta to Frankfort, Ky., and taken by
helicopter to Middlesboro.
"There is no place for such rigidity in responding to emergency
situations," Ford said in the wayward letter.
A round of telephone calls between Ford's office and the Agriculture
Department earlier this week produced a suggestion from the USDA that,
"Maybe he(Ford) might want to send another letter."
Ford mailed a duplicate to Bergland Tuesday and said he would "hand
deliver" another letter if necessary.

merchants offer the merchandise at
give-away prices," Johnson said.
Merchandise of all types and
descriptions is expected to be piled high
on the sidewalks in the shopping
centers as well as the downtown
business district. In addition, many
merchants will be holding .sales
items within their stores.
In case of rain, the merchandise will
be moved inside and returned to the
sidewalk as soon as rain stops, a
spokesman said.
Murray's annual sidewalk sale has
taken on the flavor of a giant
homecoming in recent years, with
friends returning to Murray for a day or
two of bargain hunting and reunions.
Store clerks and shoppers are
inclined to wear about anything they
want for the event and the chamber has
estiMated that over 40,000 people will
be in Murray for the two-day shopping
spree.
Most stores plan to be open for
be inesc. on. their:- flannel -schedule
during the event.

WASHINGTON (Al') — President
Carter's proposal to decriminalize
marijuana is overshadowing his overall
plan to reform federal policies toward
drug abuse, administration officials
say.
Carter issued a detailed, seven-page
declaration Tuesday, making it clear
he wants federal agencies to
concentrate on large-scale dealerseand
not on the casual marijuana user.
Administration officials noted that
calling for reduction of marijuana
penalties was merely the restatement
of a Carter campaign promise that
already had been advocated by
in
officials
administration
congressional hearings last March.
But the marijuana decision outraged
Edward M. Davis, head of the Us
Angeles Pblice lieblitthient and
president of the International
Association of Chiefs of Police. He
called Carter's derision a "presidential
abdication of a moral responsibility to
the youth of America, adding in a
statement: "It wasn't too many months
ago that this man was talking of a new
morality in this country. I pray that this
isn't what he was talking about."
Davis said "the possibility of a short
jail term, a sizeable fine and a record
may be the best deterrent"to those who
would use small amounts of marijuana.
See MARIJUANA,
Page 5-A,Column 4

Unoccupied House
Destroyed By Fire
An unoccupied dwelling located on
Ky. 783(Penny Road)at the county line
was destroyed by fire last reigh.
according to reports from the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue squad.
A squad spokesman said the
volunteer fire-fighting squad received
the call to the fire around 10 p. m. last
night and that the house was totally
engulfed in flames when the squad
arrived.
The dwelling was reported to be
owned by Oliver Barnett.

Trotter Retires As Superintendent
Of City Water System On Friday
By JENNIE B.GORDON
After 10 years of service as
superintendent of the Murray Water
.-Systemv John Herman Trotterretrettlast Friday.
Trotter, who is originally from
Montgomery County, TN, came to
Calloway County in 1932 and began
employment with Murray Milk
Products. From 1943-46 he served with
the U. S. Army in the South Pacific.
Upon returning to Calloway County, he
went into business with his friend, John
Ed Scott.
His wife Delma, is a legal secretary with the law firm of Hughes, Gregory
and Haverstock. His daughter;.
Jennifer, is a registered pharmacist
and is also a student at UK completing
her masters is business administration.
In 1961, Trotter began work at the
water system holding down the position
of office . manager and accountant.
Upon the death of Rob Huie in 1967,
Trotter was named superintendent.
When Trotter reflects back over the
years he has spent with the system, he
admits that he is overwhelmed with the
tremendous expansion. Trotter stated
that when be first associated'with the
system th4e were 1,800-customers and
the day he retired the customers
numbered 4,600. He added that during
his employment, two large niter- entor
lines were constructed around ,,e cu.
and the sewage Deatinent plaid, was
expanded not to Mention the miles and
miles of water routes that have been
installed to accommodate the new
subdivisions._
Above all, Trotter's fondest
.memories are about those with whom
he has worked. Trotter has the highest
regard for his former staff and
deScribes them as dedicated. He said,
"The suscess of the business depended
on their work. They are the ones who
shOuld receive recognition."
Trotter's philosophy of his former job
.t•eveals how important he feels the
Water system is to the community. He
says that the water system is such an
important part of the city and is so
ffequently taken for granted that most
people are not aware of how much is
involved in the operation.
his
Trotter's principal •desite
employment was to help Murray grow
in some way and he now feels rewarded
because the town and system operated
successfully together.
As far as his plans go for the future,
Trotter has decided that he is going to
take some time to do things he has
always wanted to do. He wants to fish
play golf, and hunt. Apart-time job is in

Carter Asks
Reduction
On Penalty,
Marijuana

CETA AT WORK—CETA worker Linda Williams, 502 North Cherry, was busy •
at work this morning cleaning off the weeds and grass from sidewalks in the
downtown area. She is assigned as a county CETA worker to the Murray City
Street Department

Senate Is Ready To
Name New
Energy Head.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate,
moving swiftly following congressional
approval for a new Department! of
Energy, is ready to give the -job of
running the-massive agency-to White
House energy adviser James R.
&-hlesinger.
Schlesinger was scheduled to appear
for a confirmation hearing today before
the Senate Energy Committee to tell
how he will run the agency, the first
new Cabinet post created since the
Department of Transportation in 1966.
Schlesinger, who headed the Defense
County and three years at Butler
Robert Slone, who in one year turned
Department, the CIA and the nowCounty.
the basketball program at Calloway
defunct Atomic Energy Commission
In three years at Butler County, his
County into a winner, has resigned his
under past Republican administeam posted a 60-21 record and the 1973post as head coach to take a sniffler job
.
trations, is expected to be approved
74 team went undefeated in regular
at Carlisle County.
overwhelmingly, even though his
season play.
Slone, who came to Calloway County
nomination has yet to be submitted
A special meeting of the Calloway
after a successful three-year stint at
formally by President Carter.
County Board of Education has been
Butler County, faced an atiesome task
Carter has said from the_outset that
called for Thursday evening to take
when he arrived for practioe la,st fall in
he would nominate Schlesinger to the
action • on Slone's resignation. The
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
post. The energy adviser's credentials
board is expected to discuss possible
The year before, the Lakers had
for handling the assignment have been
replacements in the head coaching post
fallen to a 5-20 record and Slone had
applauded from both sides of the aisle
at that time.
only two starters from that team greet,
in Congress, even from critics who feel
him when he took over the helm at
the legislation places too much power in
Calloway.
the hands of one individual.
But under the direction of Slone, the
Senate leaders predict a vote
Lakers finished 16-15 this past season
confirming Schlesinger as the nation's
• and Slone received much praise from
first energy secretary by the end of the • around 'the region for the work he had
week.
done and the success he reached at
• Congress put the finishing touches on
Calloway. •
the energy department bill on Tuesday,
"The basketball program at Carlisle
sending it to the, President's desk. The
Dedication ceremonies for the new
County is more in line with my thinking,
House approved the final draft of the
as far as-the importance of the program
building of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
legislation on a vote of 353-57. The
and Accepted Masons will be held on
is concerned,"Slone said.
Senate vote was 76-14.
"As far as the future, I've heard they
Sunday, September 11, at two p.m. at
The final bill was a compromise
the lodge building on Highway 121,
have some outstanding young players
worked out by a conference committee
Coldwater Road, at the- intersection of
coming up. The fans at Carlisle County,
that resolverdiffeeences between 81 •
are basketball fanatics and I like that
the Johnny Robertson Road.
passed earlier in each house.
type.
The new building has been
White House officials say they hope to
constructed on the_ lot by the lodge
• "When I came to Calloway County,
get the nei'v agency off the ground by
knew very little about the program. I
members. The former lodge meeting
Oct. 1. It will begin its existence with
Two Sections — 2$ Pagei
came here and bought a heti* and had
hall over Wallis Drug on the north side
20,000 employes and a 610.6 billion
hoped to build a strong progratn.
of the courtsquare in downtown Murray
budget, absorbing nearly all energy
"I was very pleased,with the record
has been sold to the Bluegrass State
programs of the federal government.
Self-sufficiency is the five-year geed alhe Bob Stogner
we had last season. When I think about
Club for its headquarters.
C.B.
See ENERGY,
family, as this week's Cooking Corner features the local
it, we could have won more games. We
B.K. Farley, master of the lodge, said
Page 5-A, Column 6
gardeners. See the column on Page One,Section B.
had several of our home games moved
the Murray lodge plans to order more
to the MSU Sports Arena and that took
seats for the new lodge building. The
away our homecourt advantage,"Slone
response has been great by members to
said.
pay for the new theater type seats by
"I think both our varsity and junior
cash donations, anclitie lodge has wilted
Partly cloudy today, tonight
varsity players were an excellent group
to order more seats, Farley said.
Classified Ads
6-B,7•Fl
and Thursday. Widely scattered
of young men to work with," Slone
Each seat will have metal plaque on
Murray'City Police are investigating
•
Comics
7-A,6-1
mainly afternoon and evening
added.
with thesame of the
engraved
arm
the
burglaries reported -today,
four
Crossword
7-\
thunderstorms throughbut the
Slone succeeds Ray Wilson as the
donor and in whose memory the seat is
believed to have occurred last night.
Dear
Abby
..
period. Highs today mid 80s to
head Comet coach. Wilson came to
placed or. 'other information needed.
Break-ins were reporter* at the
Deaths & Funerals
5-A
around 90. Lows tonight mid to
Carlisle County a year ago from South
Persons interested in donating money
Comprehensive Care Center and the
Horoscope
2'
upper 60s. Highs Thursday upper
Fulton to replace Jim Henley.
in memory of ea loved one or for any
day rare center next door, Ileth in the
Inside Report
4-.
80s to low 90s.
Slone played at Wayland High
_ eason may all Farley Or other
-4
700 block of Main Street; at the First
Let's
Stay
Well
Winds, light and mostly
and after graduating from More din 'officers of the lodge.
Main,
.ancl
16th
at
Church
Presbyterian
Local Scene
southerly today and tonight.
1963, became head coach at Salyersville
- Farley said a call meeting of the
and at Hurt and Christopher lavi
Opinion Page
4Probability of precipitation is
High School where he remained for five
August 8,
Monday.
on
held
be
will
lodge
offices,on North Sixth Street.
Sports
8-A.
20 per cent today, tonight and
years.
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall to make
Police reports had not heed
Thursday.
Slone spent four years at
plans for the lodge . cltdication on
and mint
m. led.This morn
• -_,tAIMMOM3=11112114.094L44urgt-Gat.410weAklalgOe" Ksp1110501140

Slone Resigns To
Take Carlisle Post

Dedication Set

For Masonic Lodge

On September 11

John H.Trotter

inside today

partly cloudy

Break-Ins Reported

today's index

,

-

-

To Murray Police
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-Your Individual —

Cekbriiion Hekr

Frahm Drake
FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 4, W77
relation to other persons,
What kind of day will
especially competitors. Take
tomorrow be? To find out what
nothing — and no one — for
the stars say, read the forecast
granted.
given for your birth Sign.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some new insight could lead
ARIES
to higher achievement or bigger
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
profits now. A fine Neptune
Don't cross others without
aspect
stimulates
perample reason. It may turn out
ceptiveness, intuition.
best if you wait a bit before
YOU BORN TODAY are a
making decisions, give time for
determined, hard-working
added factors to appear.
individual; usually highly efTAURUS
ficient and self-contained. You
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
could succeed in the theater but
Plan your schedule in orderly
are less dramatic than many
fashion, lest things trivial or
others of your Sign. Your
witless interject their timebrilliant wit, however, would
wasting tunes. A day for conmake you an excellent
centrating on essentials and
comedian and, with your love of
HUMOR!
music, the musical comedy
field would be an ideal choice of
GEMINI
career. Other areas in which
(May 22 to June 21) n°
9
you could excel: the law,
If well-planned in advance,
medicine, sculpture, designing
you could now launch a new
or decorating. Magnetic force
venture, but don't rush
drives you, attracts success,
headlong into uncharted seas.
admirers. Don't offset this by
CANCER
trying to dominate those about
I June 22 to July 23) 6)
(
2
) you. Birthdate of: Harry
If you know you are on the
Lauder, Scot. entertainer.
right track, stay there. Do not
go off on tangents without good
reason. Curb your innate tendency toward moodiness.
HEEGEL GIRL
LEO
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Heegel,
iJuly 24 to Aug. 23)
A day in which your innate 1306
Sycamore
Street,
competence and good judgment Murray, are the parents of a
will prove profitable. A fine baby girl, Serenity Ann,
period in which to initiate new weighing
six pounds one
methods, present unusual ideas.
ounce, measuring 1914 inches,
VIRGO
born on Friday, July 72, at
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Perseverance,
despite 6:21 p. m. at the Murraypossible obstacles, will bring Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
handsome rewards soon. Your
business acumen should be Taylor Motors, Murray.
highly stimulated.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Taylor of
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Murray and Mrs. Gordon C.
Some opportunities indicated Heegel of East Point, Ga.
which could be overlooked if Great grandparents are Mr.
you are not on the beam, not
using your mental capacities to and Mrs. John Tom Taylor of
their fullest Keep aims and Murray Route Four and Mrs.
I.yda Miller of Murray.
hopes high.
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Better If She
Hadn't Blabbed
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Two,sisters who are both in their late 50s
and who had been very close all their lives are no longer
speaking to each other.
,
It all happened when the married daughter of one sister
told the married daughter of the other that she could find
her husband on his "poker night" at a certain motel with
her best friend whose husband traveled a lot. It was true,
and she did. What a mess!
A marriage with four children broke up over this. The
mother of the girl who spilled the beans claims her
daughter did the right thing in telling her cousin what she
knew. And the mother of the daughter whose marriage
broke up says if the cousin had kept her big mouth shut the
affair might have cooled off and no one would have been
hurt.
The girls (who are cousins) are not mad at each other.
but their mothers are. ,
I am a friend of both mothers and am trying to get them
together. Who do you think was right, and what should I
do?
A FRIEND TO BOTH
DEAR FRIEND: I think the girl who tipped off her
cousin unwittingly showed bad judgment(even though her
cousin's marriage was probably headed for the rocks
anyway). But since parents are not responsible for the
actions of their adult children, the ill will between the
sisters is uncalled for. Remind them of this, and if they
can't see it, there is nothing you can do.
DEAR ABBY: My wife is a "she-wolf." When we are out
in public she is constantly looking at other men. It doesn't
matter if we are at a restaurant, a ball game, or just
walking down the street. You'd think her head was on a
swivel.
Then to top-it off, she makes some remark about how
"handsome" that one is, or what a nice "build" another one
has. I am no slouch myself as far as looks go. Should I give
her a taste of her own medicine?
SHE-WOLF'S HUSBAND
DEAR HUSBAND: Skip the medicine. But tell your
wife to keep her eyes front or some stranger will
eventually call her bluff and you will be compelled to fight
for her honor. And there's always a chance that you might
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago my older sister was
engaged to marry a man I'll call Bill, but he broke the
engagement to marry another girl. He got her pregnant
and her father threatened to kill him.) My sister was
heaftbroken for a year, but she finally got over it. Now
she's married to a very nice fellow. Bill's wife had two
more kids in the meantime, but their marriage didn't work
out so they are being divorced.
I bumped into Bill two weeks ago and he asked me out. I
went, but I didn't tell my folks because they hate him. I
have seen him several times, but I don't like sneaking
around. I am 17 and Bill is 27. Do you see any reason why I
can't date him out in the open?
How can I make my folks accept Bill? He's really not a
bad guy, he's just had some tough breaks.
KID SISTER
DEAR KID: Without judging Bill (circumstances have
already done that) may I suggest that you not reopen old
wounds nor add to your parents' anxieties by becoming
involved with a loser like Bill.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self add
d envelope please.

Miss Windrum Honored
At The Vaughn Home

6
MR. AND MRS. WILLIS RAY SANDERS of Coldwater,
Murray Route One, were honored at a surprise party in
celebration of their 25th, silver, wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 24, at two p. m.at Coldwater.
Their children — Mrs. Roy Keith (Vickie) Knight, Mrs. Jack
(Cathy) Duvall, Michael Sanders, and Miss Brenda Sanders —
along with Mrs. Roy (Peggy) Knight planned the special occasion for the Sanders couple who were presented gifts and a
large two tiered cake topped with the 25th emblem. Mrs.
Peggy Knight and Mrs. Larry (Joette) Black presided at the
service table.
. present for the occasion were members of their family and
some of their friends.
The couple was married on July 26, 1952, at Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. Sanders, the former Wilma Jean Thompson, is the
daughter of Mrs. Isabelle Cunningham, Ellis Drive, Murray,
and the late Loman Thompson. Mr. Sanders is the son of the
late Raymond Sanders and his wife, Lettie Sanders.

Mrs. Clayton Honored On
89th Birthday At Church

A
FIVE GENERATIONS—Over the July 4th weekend, Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Russell of Murray Route Six took their
children, Chris and Cindy, to visit their great great grandmother, Mrs. Ida Loughner 95, seated left, of Seelyville,
Ind. Also present was Mrs. Russell's father, Frank Mattox
of Murray Route Five, and his mother, Mrs. Ethel Mattox
of Indianapolis.

.42wzottl. Miss Marilyn Simons

444g
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Pleasant Church in memory of
By Lorene Clayton
his father and in honor of her
People don't usually like to
birthday. That really was
tell their ages until they get on
more exciting than her other SCORPIO
up near the one hundred
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Atf•
mark, do they? Mrs. J. E. children's phone calls and
A day in which you could raise
(Ella Clayton's Grandfather letters. All together, it made your score
considerably. That
her very happy for two day's is, if you make the
Steele lived to be more than
best use of
the
celebration
flowers your numerous talents. Just one
(since
one hundred years old, so even
were at the church on the admonition: Avoid haste!
though her father died very
beautifully SAGITTARIUS
The
young, she is like the Grand- 24th).
arranged gladioli, large Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
father, and hoping to reach the
Curb
tendencies
to
mums, and the many clusters
100-mark if she can keep in
procrastinate. Handle all
good health. Of course, for her of white mums among the matters in the order of their
greenery was a gorgeous Importance. Evening hours
that would mean 11 more
of red and white. She excellent for social activities
years; because she just
it was the most and romance.
darray
celebrated her 89th birthday 'thought
beautiful flowers she ever' CAPRICORN
July 23.
:f
saw, and shall enjoy them as (Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 1104
Ella and Elisha had seven
You may encounter some
she thinks of the grandson and
children, with six of them
difficult persons, even run into
living to have families of their fondly remembers her son, unexpected opposition. Remain
Hubert.
own except one girl dying at
tactful, tolerant and affable,
It was a touching time as and storms will blow over.
age of two, and the one
daughter, Lorene, who has our pastor spoke of why the AQUARIUS
retired from teaching to care flowers were at church and of (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A period for reevaluation. Try
Ella's life as one reaching out
for her parents. Elisha passed
to learn just where you stand in
community.
the
others
in
to
away in 1969.
The oldest son, Hubert, died
in 1972; but left a family of
seven children, who try to
keep in close touch with his
mother, Ella, and do things to
make her happy.
On her birthday, five of
these
grandchildren
remembered with letters,
cards, gifts, and one with a
phone call telling her she was
to have flowers at Mt.

)ieW

Advanced Group Will
Play Here Thursday
Pairings for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis of
the Murray Country Club for
play on Thursday, August 4,
have been released as follows:
Court No. One at 9:00 a. m.
— Nancy Walston, Lillie
Johnson, Kathy Burchfield,
and Carolyn Bradshaw.
Court No. Two at 9:00 a. m.
— Donna Keller, Judy Nall,
Lila Lusk, and Sharon Wells.
Court No. Three at 9:00 a.
m. — Terri Burke, Sharon
Brown, Patsy Miller, and Lou
Ann Philpot.
Court No. Four at 10:00 a.
m. —Shirley Boone and Agnes
Payne.

Honored With Brunch
Miss Marilyn Simons, with handmade linen daisy
August 6th bride-elect of cloths and napkins and cenMichael E. Konrad, was tered with yellow daisy
honored with a mid-morning arrangements in silver apbrunch at the lovely home of pointments.
Mrs. William Read, on
A delicious party plate of
Tuesday, July 26 at 10:30 a. m. fresh fruits, brunch casserole,
and muffins was served.
Hostesses for the event were
was
bride-elect
.The
Mrs. Vernon Shown, Mrs. presented with a wicker
Robert Brown,1111rs. Eugene magazine rack by the
Berrill, and Mrs. Paul hostesses.
Shahan.
Cilsiers were laid for twentyThe tables were overlaid four guests.

Mu Aug. 11

.
t

7:15,9:30 1

JAMES BOND OOF

-•!,- THE SPY WHO
,LOVED ME

[134]

Dery Aug. 11

L

720,9:35 1

A long ome ago
'no gaiaxy far.
far awaY

Thru Au .18

FIRST TIME EVER
ALL THREE TOGETHER!

Miss Crittendon &
Miss Sue Winch-tun, August
13th bride-elect of Tim
comwas
Thurmond,
plimented with a bridal
shower at the home of Miss
Lori Vaughn on Wednesday,
July 20, at 7:30 p. m.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss
Cindy
Miss
Vaughn,
Chrisrnan, and Miss Karen
Allbritten.
For the event the bride-elect
chose to wear a trousseau
frock and was presented a
corsage of pastel daisies. Mrs.
Pattie Windrum, mother of
the honoree, was given a
corsage of white carnations by
the hostesses.
The honoree opened her

Horoscope

gifts and games were played.
Refreshments of cake,
mints, nuts, and punch were
served buffet style at the table
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of llow roses.
The wedding of Miss Rita
Forty-eight persons were Crittendon, daughter of Mr.
present or sent gifts.
and Mrs. Murel Crittendon of
Farmington Route One, to
'Phil McCuiston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe McCuiston of
Murray Route Three, will be
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Bud) solemnized on Saturday,
Tolley and sons, Greg, Mike, August 6, at 7:30 p. m. at the
John, and Jeff, of Bel Air, Md., Bell City Baptist Church.
A reception will follow the
are the guests of their parents
and grandparents, Mr. and wedding ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
Mrs. Bryan Tolley of Murray
and Mrs. Lena Rivers Cum- invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
mins of Arlington. _

'Walking Tar,

Mr. McCuiston To
Marry Saturday

PART 2
WALKING‘
TALL

One Week Only
Thursday —
Wednesday!

Ends Thurs.

Cist6 if

I 7:15,9:15 I

THE

ISLAND
OF DR.
MOREAU

Showing Schedule
Final Chapter
Walking Tall - 8:15 Nttel),

BURT LANCASTER
MICHAEL YORK :PG!
••"'if
URIAT
III

Walking Tall
Part 2- 10:15, Fri.,Sun. Tues.
12:15, Thur.,Sat., Mon.& Wed.

Walking Tall - 10:15 mur.,Sat.,
Mon.& Wed. 12:15, Fri.,Sun., Tues.

TONITE
LENDS
STARTS

for they shalt ushent the earth'
sooner than you think ,

Tin Nu Om
il Ike
CRAWL'S TENSOR!

Entire
oftheAnts

r

EACH FEATURE SHOWN ONCE NITELY

BARGAINS, BARGAINS ON EVERYTHING!.YOU NAME IT!•IT'S ON SALE! DON'T MISS MURRAY'S GREAT CITY WIDE
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SIDEVIAL
Friday, Saturday, August 5th,6th

SALE

ALL MERCHANDISE MUST GO AT SOME PRICE• NOTHING HELD BACK!
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Class Of 1957
Wednesday. August 3
Kenlake State Park activities will include medicinal
plant walk starting at campground bath house at 10:30 a.
m., stalking at recreation
room at 1:30 p.m., pool extravaganza at hotel pool at
2:30 p. m., puppet making at
recreation room at 4:30 p. m.,
puppet show rehearsal at
recreation room and fishing
seminar at hotel meeting
room, both at`seven p. m., and
puppet show and sing-a-long
both at 8:30p. m.at hotel patio
room.

Friday, August 5
Golden Age Club will meet
at 3:30 p. m.at the parking lot._
Methodist
First United
Church, Murray to go to Paris
Landing State Park for a
potluck picnic supper at 4:30
p. m. and outdoor concert to
follow.

At Murray High

Several descendants of tile
late!). M. Butterworth mat for
a luncheon on Wednesday,
July 27, at the Sirloin
Stockade.
Those in attendance were
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lockhart,
Mr. and Mrs. • Charles B.
Stark, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Stark, Mrs. Freda Butterworth, Mrs. Edward Curd,
Mrs. Wardell Scroggins, Mrs.
Rut.
e Naomi
s.
Mrcna
Dollie Stark,, Tooi
Mrs.
tervlorth, Mrs. Carrie Story,
Mrs: Johnny walker, Mrs. W.
B. McCuiston, Mrs. Calist,a
Clanton, Mrs. John Brinkley,
Miss Sandra Stark, and Miss
Mitzi Cathey.

Meets, Reunion

Kenneth
Gage,
The 1957 graduating class of David
Murray High School recently Garland, Marion (Hargis)
held its twenty year class Elkins, John Harper, John
reunion.
Koertner, Dan McNutt,
Members of the class and Martha (Maupin) Jackson,
their spouses met at the Mitt Miller. John Preston
i Orr I
beautiful home of Mr. and Ordway, Carolyn
Mrs. Welts Purdom, Jr. on Jenkins, Peggy (Outland)
FIELD TRIP—Sara Hussung,teacher for the Murray Cooperating Preschool, holds Liza
Dogwood Drive at 6:30 p. m. Reeder, -Rhaelea ( Pankey)
Land Between the Lakes
Tunick,
while at the leftis Dee-Dee Denbow and at right is Stephanie Yarbrough, when
Old acquaintances were McReynolds, Wells Purdom,
will
include
activities
Kenlake State Park acBetween the takes.
the parents, children, and teacher made a trip to the
renewed and a very enjoyable Michael Rayburn, Jack
seniority salute at Center tivities will include: Kiddie
Lou
time was spent by everyone. Shackelford, Cora
Station at ten a. m., advance walk for children 3-7 years in
At 8:00 p. in. the class -I Sowell) James, Robert
registration required,"Ghosts front of hotel at eleven a. m.
proceeded to the Holiday Inn Spann, Bette Lou (Stamps)
of the Past" at The with each to bring a sack
for a delicious evening meal. Doran, Nancy (Sykes) Jones,
Homeplace at 8:30 p. m., and lunch; ice cream eating
Following the meal David Neal Sykes, Charles Tarry,
primitive pottery demon- contest at hotel patio room at
Gage served as emcee and Earl Tabers, Gearld Tabers,
stration at Empire Farm from 1:30 p. m.; macrame in hotel
introduced the guests which Carrnerita (Talent) Meinert,
nine a. m. to three p. m.
Here's a salad sundae the
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.;
included: Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Jackita (White) Neill, Wallace kids will love Place drained
scavenger hunt at hotel front
(Dub) Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby, and Delura canned cling peach halves in
Thursday, August 4
porch at 3:30 p. m.; tennis
lettuce cups. Fill peaches with
Tom Rowlett, Miss Lela Cain, (Young) Hill.
Murray Women of the lessons at hotel tennis court at
creamy cottage cheese. SprinMiss
Austin,
Mrs.
Lucille
refreshments,
art
and
music,
preschool
Moose will meet at eight p. m. 4:30 p. m.; "Night Gallery"
The cooperative
kle generously wit/naked peaThe last field trip of the year
Swarm, Mrs. Lochie
at the lodge hall.
nuts, and pop a bright maraslide program on animals at for children at Murray
provides an excellent and rare storytirne, and play in a well Lorene
perceptual-motor Hart, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
schino cherry on each With
seven p. m. and Lakeside Cooperating Preschool was a
opportunity for children to equipped
cold
of
user
If Irou're a heavy
Schultz.
cinnamon toast Or jelly sand-'
Diabetes Association will Singers at 8:30 p. m., both at tour of Empire Farm at Land
relate to other children and activities room.
cuts, it pays to slice your wiches. it's a nutritious noonthe
reviewed
begin
will
McNutt
The
preschool
Dan
their
meet at the First Presbyterian
room.
hotel meeting
adults other than
own for significant savings. time meal
Between the lakes. After
Church at seven p. m.
parents. Included in the well classes Wednesday, Sep- class prophecy which received
watching a bee hive in action
flexible tember 7, and a few vacancies much laughter, as some class
Saturday, August
yet
and feeding a calf the parents, designed,
Calloway County Library
THIS
Wranglers Riding Club will children, and teacher enjoyed
program are free play, still exist in both the three and members' prophecy was near
what they had accomplished
Board' of Trustees are
have a WICHA Horse Show a picnic lunch.
creative activities including four year old classes.
Any parent or guardian, in life and some was totally,
scheduled to meet at seven p. starting at five p. m. at the
interested in enrolling"their different.
GOOD FOR
m.
club.
Mitt Miller, the 1957 Senior
child, or anyone desiring more
•
was
the class
president,
about
information
Murray Senior Citizens will
Land Between the Lakes
briefly.
spoke
contact
And
recognized
should
preschool
slide
m.
Ellis
a.
at
ten
at
meet
activities will include
Peggy Outland) Reeder
membership chairperson
Center with devotion at 10:05
program on birds at ten a. m.,
Ruth Tunick 753-3133 or gave a delightful talk on the
ON YOUR
a. m., activities af 10:30 a. m., slide program on fish at two p.
I
1
Gunhild Yarbrough 753-9537. classes' theme, "A Look
sack lunch at noon, and table -m., and movie on geese at four
FIRST CLEANING
,
e 10
Back." She reviewed many
games at three p. m.
p. m., all at Center Station.
JOB
_ incidents that occurred in the
I 50's which involved class
NOSPITAL NEWS
Land Between the Lakes
Kenlake State Park acthous?. Mrs. Hart and Baron
By L.J. and Mettle Hortin
members. Many, many
activities will include basket
tivities will include bird walk
mentioned two
Jeffrey
Wilcox,
C.
memories,lharhad long been
pr. Glenn
weaving at Empire Farm
at lodge front at seven p. m.;
that might July 24, 1977
buildings
possible
general
by the majority,
and
president
forgotten
one
from 12:30 to 3:30 p. m.,
relay races at campground
Adults 138
Radio be acquired.
were restored in the minds of
dollar preregister fee, era of
playground at 10:30 a. m.; Manager of WNBS
Argo•Sheen • Process
Former Judge Hall Mc- Nursery 8
of
the class of 57.
iron revisited at Center
bead stringing at recreation Station, traced the history
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
for Cuiston announced that his
HOMES• BUSINESS• APARTMENTS
Class members who atFurnace Trail parking lot at
room at 1:30 p. m.; critter Southern Harmony Singing
the
"lay
(mother
Baby
would
East
were:
Girl
of the committee
tended the reunion
two p. m., and 45 minute exDrys 4-5 Hours
hunt at 2:30 p. m. and critter the August meeting
Teachers rails" for the rail fence ad- Becky), Rt. 1 Box 66, Alm°, Brenda (Brandon) Estes,
ploration of nature starting at
race at 3:30 p. m. at cam- Calloway Retired
Experienced •Insured
Solon
Center. jacent to tbe old courthouse Baby Girl Dodd (mother Glenn
Brewer,
Center Statian at 3:30 p. m.
pground bath house; Junior Association at Ellis
August 4, Margie), 1305 Vine, Murray. Carraway, Frances (Cohoon )
morning,
Thursday
"A
subject,
the
on
Speaking
Ranger at campground bath
Thursday, August 4
DISMISSALS
Heritage: at nine o'clock.
Pugh, Betty Jo (Crawford)
house at 4:30. p. m.; bingo at Kentucky Folk
-Lake Area Singles Group, a
and her
171
Mrs.
Goheen
Ida
Stunson,
M.
Zitelle
Mrs.
Southern
I.oretta (Culver)
the
Purdom,
and
FASOLA
campground amphitheater at
new organization for divorced,
Wilcox said social committee served Riviera Ct., Murray, Mrs. Jobs, Mansfield Farmer,
Dr.
Harmony,"
Olympic Plaza — 753-7753
at
dance
square
m.;
p.
married
seven
never
widowed or
meeting. Deana.S. Lee and Baby Girl, Joretta (Fox) Randolph,
the
at
purely
refreshments
"is
singing
of
type
this
at
campground bath house
people, will have a picnic at
an American phenomenon." Assisting her were Justine Rt. 1, Box 194-A,Sedalia, Miss
8:30 p. m.
Upe Shelter House, Kentucky
He explained it originated in Story, Laura Jennings. and Carolyn F. Merrell, Rt. 3,
at
Diem Village pienie area,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Cora M.
"Evening Schools" of Mrs. Hall McCui.ston.
the
Sunday, August 7
six p. m. This will be for
LPP WITH HONEY- For those who
meeting
Smith, Rt. 8 Box 100, Benton,
regular
The
The
next
The Rev. and Mrs. Calvin C. early Colonial days.
Angles and their families.
desire Nature s flavoring with Liquid
Ellis
at
Mrs. Verna N. Horning, 1705
Predigested Protein 15 Grams
Wilkins will have open house Puritans and Pilgrims he said, will be Oct. 3 at 2 p.m.
per ounce
Kenlake State Park ac- in celebration of their silver had an active music life and Center. Program Chairman Holiday Dr., Murray, Mrs.
that Patricia A. Snyder, Rt. 4,
announced
Smith
Ruble
music.
tivities will include creek walk
church
from
anniversary
wedding
up Ledbetter Creek, not two to five p. m. at their home
"We have an artistic plans are being made for a Murray, Mrs. Ernestine M.
recommended for children across from the Elm Grove heritage in America — not the boatride, starting at Kentucky Bucy,408 So. 11, Murray, Mrs.
same as in Europe," Dr. Dam,in September.She said a Opal R. Rider, 1030 Manley
under ten, at hotel front at Baptist Church.
l0 30 a. m.; ping portg.tour-Wilcox'asserted. The sivaker, noon meeting is being Apt. No. 7, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
nament at hotel game room at
who is also director of the scheduled /or Brandon Addie G. Kendall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Ola
1:30 p. m.; macrame, not
Lakeside Singers, said he was Springs in April.
Reports were made by Mrs. Murdock, Rt. 7, Murray,
recommended for children
"convinced you can hear it, at
GUESTS HERE
under twelve, at hotel
Benton, as it was sung 100 Agnes McDaniel, secretary, William L. Futrell, 503 Vine,
Mr. and Mrs. James Klapp years ago."
and Lorene Swarm, treasurer. Murray.
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.;
program
donkey dodge ball at cam- and daughters, Amanda,
Smith,
Dr. Rubie
pground playground at 3:30 p. Angela, and Andrea, of Bowie, chairman, introduced Dr.
m.; Kenlake games at hotel Md., arrived Tuesday, August Wilcox, who has his M.A. and
front at four p. m.; salty dog 2, for a visit with his parents, A.B. from Wayne State and
rag lessons at campground Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp, the doctorate in musicology
bath house and slide show on Canterbury Estates, Murray. from Southern California.
Sparkman,
parks at hotel meeting room, Their son, Jimmy Klapp, was
Dr. Matt
The Willing Workers Sunday refreshments were served to
both at seven p. m.; square unable to accompany his president of the Calloway
campground parents and sisters to Murray Retired Teachers, announced School Class of the Sinking ten members present by Ruth
at
dance
due to his work-in Bowie.
bathhouse at 8:30 p. m.
that five new members had Spring Baptist Church had its Warren, hostess, and Pat
been added recently, bringing regular monthly meeting at Dalton, co-hostess.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
NOW HOME
the total membership to 105. the church on July 19 at 7:30 p.
Members present were:
have a potluck supper at six p,
Mrs. Altie Bray is now at The five new members are: m.
Mildred. Harrison, Ruth
m. at the center.
her home in Hazel after _ID:Rayburn,Carmon Parks,
Ruth Warren led the Warren, Gladys Williamson,
Friday, August 5
having been a patient for a Corinne McNutt, Dulcie opening Prayer and Patsy Patsy Neale, Betty Gentry,
Hardin Senior Citizens will month at the Baptist Douglas, and Dr. Eugene Neale presided over the Ruth Dowdy, Mary Turner,
itir
business meeting.
Linda Roach, Linda Cooper.
haste a work day from 9:30 a. Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Hum.
kt
!
Il
eli
Mildred Harrison was in and Pat Dalton.
Mrs. Lochie Hart expressed
m.to three p. m. and fun night Tn., where she underwent
Ity •
,--.4;;;;
t••• ,
the hope that one of charge of the program, and
at six p. m. at the center., surgery.
Ii ‘i
Calloway's old one-room gave a review on the book
I
Positive
"The
of
Power
and
be
restored
could
schools
moved to the City Park near Prayer," by John Bisagno.
At the close of the meeting
the old Wadesboro CourLand Between the Lakes
activities will include "Fresh
Water Ecology" program at
Center Station at 9:30 a m..
and "Night Visual," PI hour
drive searching for wildlife
starting at Center Station, at
nine p. m.

Land

Cooperating Preschool Now
Taking New Applications

:isy
en: isy
ap• of
ole,
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Butterworth
Family Has I
Luncheon

Kid's sundae

.•

COUPON

Calloway Retired Teachers
Hear Dr. Glenn Wilcox On
Southern Harmony Singing

t - -gagII P
*pme,,rtigi

1

$10

CARPET CLEANING SPECIAL
MARIMIK

OVERWEIGHT
PRoutitiimuLA

(14;0

Willing Workers Hold Meeting At

Church; Mrs. Harrison Gives Program

)5Grams
Prft9ested Collage
PROTEIN
With HONEY

A.

Storage Built
In Headboard

1/2

Goshen Church Women
Price

Hold Supper And Sale

And Below!
On Summer
*Jumpsuits *Shorts
*Bathing Suits *Halters
*Short & Long Skirts
*Gauchos *Blouses
*Pants & Vests

(Sizes 3 thru 20)
The

Dottie
Shop

1001-4 Johnny Robertson
Road
.

United
The
Goshen
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Wednesday,
July 13, at 6:30 p.m. for a
salad supper with each
member bringing her favorite
salad. Ruth Wilson gave the
invocation.
Following the supper, the
July program was presented
by . Mildred 'Adams who
reviewed the book, "Symbols
— Signposts of Devotion" by
Doyle McGee, a collection of
symbols of the Christian faith.
In her review, Mrs. Adams
traced the origin of some of
the symbols from both the Old
and the New Testaments with
scripture verses relating to
each one.
Mrs. Sue Anne Hutson
presided at the business
meeting with reports being
given by the treasurer and by
the project chairmen.
At the conclusion of the
business session, a,plant sale
was held. Each member lihd
arar-^r.91r4*---

been asked to bring cuttings of
house plants for sale and
exchange, with the funds
being used for the various
church projects.
Seventeen members and one
visitor were present

Extra storage space is
welcome anywhere in the
house, but especially so in the
bedroom, where many things
accumulate.
- An idea for added space is an
adaptation of the bookcase
headboard. The bed stands
against a room divider with
shelves of western wood for
books, radio, clock and other
items.
The other side of the divider
is fitted for a wardrobe and can
be used as a changing area in a
larger bedroom, or adapted
where space is limited.

Sim Your
Body and
Relax Your
Mind!

MUNN
FORMULA

THE LAST CHANCE DIET
MAY HELP YOU

Nutrition Information
'stories
teblespoonfuls1 60
Protein
12 tessoconfuls1 15 gr
Frits 0
Carbohydrates 0
Amino Acids Tech 30 ml
12 usblespoorduisl proyid•
epprournately
I Alanine 1303 mg
L Argine 1200 mg
L Asgerric Acid 900 mg
1. Cystme 10 on
Glutemic Acid 1500 mg

Glycine 3600 mg
L Flostedime 110 mg
L Hydroxylysine 150 mg
L Hydroxyproline 100 mil
L Isoleucine 200 mg
I. Leucine 460 mg
L lystne 660 mg
I Methionme 110 mg
L Phonytenenine 35t1 mg
Prohne 2300 mg
I ',ohne 1000 mg
L Ihreonine 300 mg
I Tryptophane 66 mg
I Tyrosine 100 rng
L Veline 360 mg

Soluble Protein Hydrolysate ...15GM per 30 Mt.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTt

Call Now
For FREE
Trial Visit_

H
HOME&HealthHZIRT
Food Store

753-6881
United Figure
- Salon

"largest

Radius ol Paducah
In
Southside of Lone Oak Nighty/ay 45
Lone Oak Plaza
Phone 5M-5222
150 fifilt

Dixieland (eniPr
.

This famous Protein sparing fast
program can help you lose 20 to*
25 pounds in the first month. . .
AND KEEP IT OFF
If you are 20 or more pounds overweight.
If your weight goes up and down.
If you're tired of diets, pills, injections and/or fasting and you're
as fat or fatter than ever, here at
last may be the answer to your
problem.

-

—rA,s4

CHER AMINO Predigested
Protein Contains no Sugar,
Fats or Carbciherat'in, art-. nt.-:
artificial coloring.
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Need For A Cure
The attitude of American
• people in general toward the
• city of New York is ambivalent.
So is the attitude of New
-Yorkers themselves.
- Americans as a Whole find it
••easy
to pick on the Big Apple.
.It's big, its No. 1, its flaws are
of the first magnitude and, like
L•the mountain, it's there.
Americans also are fond of
New York because it is
genuinely one of the world's
great cities, its virtues are very
• special and on occasion it rises
- above itself.
When New Yorkers lower
:-,their guards once in a while
.,: they show us one of the special
virtues that we admire. They
did so, for example, at last
, - year's Democratic National
Convention. Expecting chill
...:and rudeness, conventioneers
...discovered that New Yorkers
were friendly, helpful and
t -outgoing. On another occasion
.-/. even New Yorkers were sur,..prised at their own regard for
each other as they joined to
present the Bicentennial
parade of Tall Ships.
Then came the blackout. On
the whole, the people of New
York were magnificent during
- the recent crisis. They ex:tended theniselves to do what
L they could for themselves and
their fellow citizens, heeded the
directions of city hall and
helped to keep law and order.
Then there was what New
Yorkers are calling "the night
of the animals." As soon as the
,.lights were out, thousands of
--looters took to the streets to
,-plunder food, appliance and
" liquor stores, set fires and defy
,.:police. Before order was
restored, more than 3,700 perSons were arrested and damage
rtstimates ranged above $1
'T," billion.
• The consensus is that the
roots of the riot had little to do
with two centuries of ethnic injustice in the United States or
because the scofflaws were
hungry.
For one frightening night,
New York City, had a break::down in law and order brought
about by a new -ethic- — more
properly a new lack of ethics.
The people who rioted, mostly
youths, did so to "get even"
with the "system" — the success of the storekeepers they
struck, the lack of jobs, and the
:"conviction that it is their
3
";1
'.
1

5

"right" to have New York City,
New
York
and
State
Washington, D. C. give them
equal economic footing with all
other New Yorkers:
And, lest anyone think that
this attitude is confined to the
poor sections of New York, consider the implications of
policemen
thousands
of
refusing an order to report for
duty during the emergency
because they didn't like the
policies of the Police Department, meanwhile 418 of their
brothers in blue were being injured.
Before too many fingers are
pointed at New York, we all
should realize that there but for
the grace of God go we. The
rioting happened in New York,
but it could have happened
anywhere.
New York acted correctly in
not calling up the National
Guard. At best that aright have
controlled
the
physical
manifestations of a deeper
problem, vented some anger
and concealed the real dimensions of civic illness.
The task before the United
States — not just New York
City but Murray and the rest of
the country -L-• is to apply two
poultices to festering wounds,
one to the body politic and one
to the mind politic.
In treating the body we must
accelerate our pace to remove
the last vestiges of genuine injustices of opportunity to persons because of their race,
religion or sex.
In treating the mind we must
reverse the growning conviction that any gains in fortune
or opportunity are a "right" to
be "guaranteed" by government.
With all due sympathy to the
citizens of New York, if Consolidated Edison's power
failure awakens us to the need
for the cure it may prove to
have been a blessing in
disguise.

Bible Thought
...Thou shalt love they neighbour as thyself: Matthew 22:39.

Give other sinners the benefit
of as much understanding and
forgiving love as. you yourself
often need.

The following article, written by free- patriotism?
"Isn't there some way we can
lancer Donald Toth of LucasvWe, Ohio,
appeared in the July-August issue of celebrate our nation's birthday by
Liberty, a publication of the Religious personally making America a better
Liberty Association of America and the place to live?
"Let me tell you what I'm going to do.
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
It's short, to-the-point, and addresses When I run up the flag on the Fourth,
the commercialism Americans have I'm going to run up a resolution with it.
allowed to creep into our holiday From henceforth I'm going to refer to
America's minorities simply as
celebrations.
Americans.
Toth wrote:
"Archie Bunker has lost me. No
"They're going to shoot off the
longer
will I talk about the Catholic
fireworks again in a few days, and we'll
be asked to listen to politicians by the with all the kids, the Mexican who picks
score reciting the platitudes of their tomatoes,the black who works the third
shift, the Indian with the fringe on his
profession.
"And just when I'm getting over a jacket, the Chinese laundryman, the
Jew who runs the clothing store, the
colossal Bicentennial hangover.
"Remember the atrocities foisted off Frenchy who attends night school.
"I'm going to call them what they
on us in the name of patriotism? In my
neighborhood I saw: a bicentennial dog really are — Americans.
"After all, all of us are a minority in
collar, three fire hydrants dressed up to
look like George Washington, the Uncle some way. By religion. Race. Everyone
Samwich, Minuteman Vitamins and the walks to the beat of a different
Bicentennial toilet seat ( with stripes drummer on some parade ground. But
we're all Americans.
and an eagle).
"What other land has taken such a
'And I still remember the manager
of our supermarket shouting 'Attention diverse group as we are and made of it
shoppers! Now you can save on today's one nation?
"Well, that's my contribution. When
Bicentennial bread!'
"It seems to me that holidays should the flag goes up, my divisive
confront us with something more expressions go out.
"Archie Bunker and I have come to
consequential than fireworks and
floats. How can we get behind the the parting of the ways.
Ritigeakr--.Ac
45wv.“1
"I think I'll send him my
symbols and the sham to the reality of
Bicentennial toothbrush."
0+0
II) Hi.), Lind Liao...old Robert Nosak
Well said, Mr. Toth. If more of us
followed your example, we'd all be
much better off.
0+0
A new coffee machine was recently
installed in the employes break area
and the workers could hardly wait to
try it out.
The first one in line put his money in
the machine and watched. A stream of
coffee gushed out of one nozzle, cream
WASHINGTON — Prime Minister
efforts, Mr. Carter threw a protective
The radical religious parties (on
out of another and a lump of sugar
Menahem Begin's brazen decision to arm around Begin and said, "I did not
which Begin's slim majority in the
dropped down from yet another
"legalize" three illegal Jewish
think about talking to him" on the
Knesset rests) are demanding new
opening.
settlements on the Arab West Bank, at specific question of "legalizing" the
settlements. Sharon can point to Mr.
After the proper amounts of coffee
potentially exorbitant political cost to three settlements.
Carter's gentle wrist-slap of last week
and cream had gone down the drain
Yet, high officials who participated in
President Carter's Mideast peace
to argue his case that Israel will not be
where the cup was supposed to be, and
hopes, has widened a crack in the the talks between the President and
taking much risk with Mr. Carter in
the half-dissolved lump of sugar was
administration's once-solid Mideast Prime Minister told us Mr. Carter and
setting up new settlements ( at least 12
still melting on the grate, a skeptic
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
front.
are blueprinted for instant occupation.
observed:
That crack, still concealed under a "absolutely" covered all contingencies
It may be,instead, that some Mideast
"Talk about automation. This
blanket of uniformity imposed by the involving the incendiary settlements
diplomats here are correct in arguing
machine even drinks the coffee for
White House, opened as a result of Mr. question even if the word "legalization"
that Begin needed a sop for the
you."
Carter's deference during Begin's state had not been used. "There was no
religious radicals, considering his
visit. Whatever the President's long- chance of misunderstanding on Mr.
campaign
promise to
create
range diplomatic objective in letting Begin's part," one official told us. The
settlements all over the IsraeliBegin seize and hold a remarkable U. S. wanted no "legalizing" of existing
occupied West Bank of Jordan. Now
initiative over him during the Israeli settlements. that the sop has been offered, that
leader's visit here, it triggered a
The response of the President, so
should put an end to it until the
backfire throughout the administration much sufter than the cold anger
Seaman Recruit Bobby D. Galloway,;
possibilities of a resumed Geneva
— everywhere except the President's privately expressed elsewhere in his
peace conference have been fully
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy N.,
own Oval Office.
government, may now lead to the
Galloway of Almo Route One, was
explored.
Begin's rapid decision to exploit Mr. establishment of new settlements ( not
graduated from nine weeks of Navy
But other diplomats argue that
Carter's good will by "legalizing" those just legalization of old ones) in a
Begin's personal political history points
basic training at the Naval Training;
three settlements ("an absolutely continuation of what may be called a
the other way. Although not a political
Center, Great Lakes,Ill.
unacceptable move," one top-level —policy of pre-emption" by the new
gambler, Begin is a shrew oddsmaker
Deaths leputted include Goebel G..
Carter adviser told us) led to an official Israeli government.
of unusual courage and conviction. He
McWherter.
State Department rebuke — but only a
Adding weight to this warning is the
knows, as one of his staunchest
"George Washington Slept Here" is
mild presidential demurrer in which fact that Begin long ago placed Gen.
supporters here told us, "There's
the outdoor comedy being presented by
Mr. Carter unaccountably blamed Erik Sharon, hero of the Yom Kippur
nothing much left in Washington of the
the Murray State University Repertory.
himself.
war but a political primitive regarded
Company at the Kenlake Amphitheateti
original Carter Middle East policy,
Pressed at his press conference to by some Israeli leaders as unstable, in
hardly a trace of Jimmy's old demands
this summer.
explain why Begin had so quickly seen overall charge of the government's
for withdrawals to the 1967 borders, or
Bobbie Garrison. Betty Dixon, Pat*
Owen, Martha Ails, and Helen'
fit to set back the President's peace settlements policy.
the Palestinian homeland."
Hargrove had high averages in bowling
Begin, the wartime terrorist shrewd
in the Housewives League this week at
and brave enough to calculate correct
Corvette Lanes.
odds of blowing up Jerusalem's King
David Hotel, may now calculate that
Mr. and Mrs. Novis Pate and Mr. and
Mr. Carter can be Pushed a good deal
Mrs. Charles D. Brewer and daughter,
Tressa, have returned from a western'
further on the settlements question. As
:
motor trip to Yellowstone National
the President said last week, new
Park and the Grand Canyon.
settlements "provide obstacles for
peace," but they are "obstacles which I
FROM THE
think we can overcome" — scarcely a
warning
of
The Rev. Dr. Henry Franklin
retribution
for
establishment of new settlements.
Paschall of Nashville, Tn., will be the
evangelist at the revival at the Hazel
Other aspects of Mr. Carter's
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Baptist Church, August 4-11, according
evolving Middle East policies have
to the church pastor, the Rev. M. M.
caused confusion here. For example, he
Hampton.
confided to Italian Prime Minister
The Murray Little League All Stars
Giulio Andreotti last, week that he fully
lost to the Princeton All-Stars in the
agreed with the June 29 Common
baseball playoff game here. John
Market statement calling for a
rescue squads are included within the Palestinian homeland.
REP. CHARLES W. WHALEN, Jr.
Hutson was Murray pitcher and Settle
fire department organization...
(Ohio) "...Last year Congress enacted
was Princeton pitcher.
That surprised experts who knew Mr.
"If a fireman and rescue-squadsman Carter had worked overtime to head off
the Public Safety Officers Benefits Act.
• Rudy Holland, Charles Lamb, Frank
were killed while working together to that Common Market resolution and,
This law provides a $50,000 payment to
Paschall, Frank Pool, and Robert
save a person trapped in a burning failing that, to tone it far down.
the dependents of any law enforcement
Pickard are local. students who building, the survivors of the former
officer or fireman who is killed in the
received degrees at the University of
The split inside the administration
would be eligible for a Federal payment over proper handling of Israel's
line of duty...
Kentucky, Lexington, last night.
while the latter's heirs would be flouting of the U. S. on the settlements
"However, according to regulations
Births reported include a boy,
ineligible. According to LEAA, rescue- question may only be beginning.
promulgated
by the
recently
William Bryan, to Sgt. and Mrs. Robert;
squadsmen are covered only when Indeed, as Vance flies to the Middle
Enforcement.- Assistance
I.aw
Moser on July 26.
actually involved in fire suppression...
Administration (LEAA ), this benefit is
East, some politicians here wonder
-Our bill I H.R. 8236) specifies that whether he can count any longer on the
not available to one important group of
rescue squad members will be covered White House as a home base to back
firemen; those who work for rescue
Earle Clements was elected as the
in the same way as firemen...
squads...
him up.
Democratic candidate for the office of"Regrettably, the Department of
"In its final regulation released on
-governor in the primary election het&
Justice has indicated that it does not
May 6, LEEA defined "firefighters" as
yesterday. Kerby Jennings was elected .
Murray Ledger & Times
those "fire service personnel support the legislation which
as state representative from this area.
Congressman
Neal N.C.) and I are
authorized to engage in the suppression
Deaths reported include John Fk.
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
proposing. According to Assistant
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
of fires." This narrow interpretation
Tinsley, age 51, who died from injuries
The
Murray
Ledger
dr
times
is
published
General
Patricia
Wald:
Attorney
effectively excludes rescue squad
when hit by a car while walking on the
every afternooffexcept Sundays. July 4. Christ•
-opening up the legislation to
mas Day. New Year's Da) and Thanksgiving by
members from public safety benefits.
highway.
Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St.,
provide payment of death benefits to
"Resue squad functions at the scene
The Rev. Satin Weir will be evangelist
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42075
the survivors of additional individuals
of a flife include search and rescue of
at
the revival meeting at the Temple
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
would set an undesirable precedent...••
persons trapped in the burning
Hill Methodist Church, according to the
carriers. 82 50 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harbuilding, (ercibib entry, ventolition, "However, this statement shows a lack
Rev. Bryan Bishop, church pastor.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. K) arid
lighting, aid assistance in cleanup of understanding of Fire Department
Mrs. Bill Robertson, the former Mary;
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn SW 50 per
.n
..0
I
urge
prompt
adteiroantsi0
year By mail to other destinations. $3220 per
operations..
Anna
Buie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.,
year
f this legislation..."
"If there,ls no rescue squad to carry
copnesri
o
Liburn Buie,. will be the rider for her
Member of' Associated Press. Kentucky Press
+++
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
out these duties, they are assigned to
father's horse, Virginia Allen, in the
one of the fire department units on the CRUMP'S GRASS
Calloway County Horse Show at
Ass
;ic
eiatm
Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
ROOTS COMMENT
scene. Other activities cortunonly
republish local news originated by The Murray
Cutchin Stadium on August.7 and 8. She.
Ledger
&
Times
as
well
as
all other AP news
assigned to rescue squads include
Ms. Patricia Wald should spend some
is from Detroit, Mich.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
heavy rescue, water rescue, response time working with a rescue squad. She
Business Office
753-1915
Herman B. Fulton was honored at a
Classified
Advertising
753-1916
to automobile accidents, and other has spent too much time.behind a desk
birthday dinner at the home of his
Retail Display Advertising
753-4919
ambulance work. Since they do work so in Washington. H.R. 8/36 should be
Circulation
735-1918
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Fulton on
1irs a Sports Dept.?Q'snd
753-1918
closely with fire departments, man', passed promptly.'
July 27.

Looking Back

10 Years Ago

Congressional
Record

of the seller. Ask what liens are there on
the property and if there are
protections for your investment in case
the developer goes broke. Ask what
happens when all the lots are sold and
the developer leaves. Who will pay for
the maintenance of roads and
buildings? What is being done with
assessments paid by purchasers into a
property owners association?
Before purchasing, contact others
who have bought and see if they are
satisfied with the deal. To find if buyers
have made complaints against the
developer, contact local consumer
organizations, the state's real estate
commission or consumer agency or
write to the Office of Interstate Land
Sales
Registration, Department of
:1•e There are many aspects of land sales
rememberHousing and Urban Development,
that you should
when being
( Washington, D. C. 20410.
•• approached by a salesman.
Many
If the subdivider is offering 50 or
e'+companies will offer free gifts, a meal
more
unimproved lots, the project must
ti for you and your spouse or a weekend of
be registered with HUD's Office of
wining and dining. Remember nothing
Interstate Land Sales Registration in
• is free — 'and the consumer always
Washington. The Interstate Land Sales
spays.
Act of 1968 provides that unless you
a, Before signing an agreement, ask
questions about the water supply, receive a property report 48 hours
before signing a sales contract, you
sewage °disposal and other things that
have the right to revoke the contract
:k may be vital to a pleasant environment.
within 48 hours.
Ask how much land is provided for open
If the facts in the property report are
w
•
.• space, how much will it cost for water
misrepresented, you can cancel and sue
• connections and what safeguards are
the developer. If you received no
there against flooding.
property report, you can cancel and get
• Don't let the salesman pressure you
•
full
refund of your money.
ta:
a. into a quick decision — think it over.
You have other rights under the
e. Tell him that you want your attorney to
Federal Trade'Commission's truth-inz. read all documents before you sign
lending law which requires disclosure
anythigg and give him a deposit. If you
of the true rate of interest. It gives you
the right to revoke the contract within
.t cannot take the contract home to study
72 hoiirs if you plan to use the property
.;it, have your attorney with-you.
for your principal residence: - •
.
It is important to examine the record

.14,11-
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inion Page

HEARTLINE:I am 62 years old and
plan to retire at the end of this year.
I am interested in learning how to
protect myself against real estate
people who are selling worthless plots
of land. Do you have any information
that can help me? J. C.
ANSWER: Heartline has seen many
cases in land sales where the consumer
has signed a contract that gives the
:seller a great advantage in the
tl transaction or one that can be
:considered nothing but a "rip off."
There are few companies like this, but
they give the whole industry a bad
name and cause all consumers to be
careful when dealing with anybody in
this business.
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By GENE MeCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times E
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Deaths and-Funerals
Funeral Services

Mrs. Jackson Dies

Jack Healy Dies At

Will Be Today

Tuesday At Home;

St. Petersburg;

For Stark Erwin

Funeral Thursday

Funeral services for Stark
Erwin of 1009 Story Avenue,
Murray, will be held today at
3:30 p. m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Revs. Drs. Samuel
Dodson, James Fisher, and
William P. Mullins, Jr., officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as soloist.
Active pallbearers will be
Audrey Simmons, Sr., Cecil
Farris, Dr. C. H. Jones, Pete
Rhodes, James Marvin, L. D.
Miller, W. C. Elkins, and Wells
Honorary
Purdom, Jr.
pallbearers will be Gus
Robertson,Sr., Scott McNabb,
H. Glenn Doran, John Tom
Irvan, Dr. Edmund Merhige,
T. C. Doran, Ron McNutt,
Jamie Trevathan, Robert 0.
Miller, Gene Landolt, Gene
Toon, and Bernard Bell.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Erwin, age 61, died
Monday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tn. He was a farmer and
tobacconist, and was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Leila Ellis Erwin; his
father and stepmother, Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Erwin,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
John Malhame, Demarest, N.
J., and Mrs. Dan McNutt,
Plymouth, Mich.; sister, Mrs.
Farris, Murray;
Alvin
brother, Duff Erwin, Murray
Route Seven; four grandchildren, Greg and Brad
McNutt, and Michael and
Darren Erwin Malhame.

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.1
Below dam 302.7, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.1.
Below darn 302.7,. down 1.0.
Sunset 8:03. Sunrise 6:03.

Jack Healey died Monday at
St. Petersburg, Fla. He was 83
years of age and was member
Mrs. J. 1.. i Lillie) Jackson
of Hardin Route One died of a Lutheran Church in St.
suddenly at her home on Petersburg.
He is survived by his wife,
Tuesday at 6:45 a. rn. She was
Mrs. Gettie Healey, St.
76 years of age.
SHOPPING SPREE WINNER—Mrs. Nina English, winner
The deceased was a retired Petersburg, Fla.; sister-inof a recent Shopping Spree sponsored by the Murraylaw,
Alta
Mrs.
Bray,
Hazel;
(Continued From Page I)
employee of the Merit
Calloway County Jaycees, prepares to start on her 2'1
Clothing Company, Mayfield, two nephews, Fred Bray, Jr.,
As a result of the
John's
as
Rig
Jaycee
chairman Tommy
minute spree at
and was a member of the and Paul Bray, Hazel; several
reorganization, three existing
on.
Wallace
looks
Cumberland great nieces and nephews.
Unity
agencies — the Federal Power
The body is being returned
Presbyterian Church. Born
Commission, the Energy
June 1, 1901, in Kentucky, she to the Miller Funeral Home,
Research and Development
was the daughter of the late Hazel, where funeral services
Administration and the
James Elkins and Mary Quill will be held Thursday at two p.
Energy
Federal
m. with burial to follow in the
Elkins.
Administration — will be
Hazel Cemetery.
abolished and the Interior
Mrs. Jackson is survived by
Friends may call at the
Department will lose most of
Jackson,
L.
J.
husband,
her
funeral home after five p. m.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- enforcing room capacities set its jurisdiction over energy
one son, Reed Henderson, and
today (Wednesday).
The Cabaret Room at the by fire officials, but Richard
matters.
one step son, James Roy
Beverly Hills Supper Club was Schilling and his three sons —
Other responsibilities
Jackson, all of Hardin Route
filled far beyond capacity on owners of the Southgate, Ky., lodged in the new department
One; one sister, Mrs. Hetti
the Saturday night in May club — should have been include:
Henson, Benton Route Five;
when flames and billowing aware of the capacities,
—Authority for gathering
three grandchildren; one
thronging Southworth said.
patrons
sent
smoke
data, to be placed in a
energy
great grandchild.
PriLva of stock of local interest at noon
"I would think their new Energy Information
for the exits, the Kentucky fire
today. furnished to the Ledger &
Funeral services will be EDT.
Times by First of Michigan Corp. of
marshal has said.
architects should have very
Administration within the new
held Thursday at one p. m. at Murray. are as follows
The Memorial Day weekend well made them aware of it," department, with power to
the chapel of the Filbeck and
minx fire at the northern Kentucky he said. "That's what they're order energy companies to
Inc.
Cann Funeral Home, Benton, lieublein
46 Al nightclub claimed 164 lives, licensed
McDonalds Carp.
for."
supply the government with
-%
with the Rev. L. E. Moore and
Ponderosaayes=
The fire marshal said both information on their reserves
42% -V4 and most of the victims were
aset
the Rev. James Hale of- Kimberly
4646 JAI
Union Carbide
in the Cabaret Room. state and local fire officials and production levels.
36% -it trapped
W R. Grace
ficiating.
Fire Marshal Warren post room capacities at
Wei 44
Texaco
—Authority over all energy
51% % Southworth agreed Tuesday
Nephews will serve as General Elec.
programs,
such
the
as
clubs
Beverly
conservation
GAF
II% +%
pallbearers and burial will Georgia
waitresses' estimates Hills.
IR lac with
including the power to order
35% sac that more than 1,300 people
follow in the Unity Cemetery. Pfizer
mandatory
We put up signs and the certain
N
Walters
Friends may call at the Jim
if
steps
11 -4 were in the room when the fire
Kirsch
local officials put up signs, but conservation
37 uric broke out.
Disney
funeral home.
to
ability
the
and
necessary,
they're
up
and
today
down
-%
12%
Franklin Mint
The fire marshal's office tomorrow. Nobody pays any set new building insulation
its final estimate attention to signs, anyway," standards.
Prices of stocks of local interest at hasn't made
noon today furnished to the Ledger & of the room's legal capacity, he said.
—Jurisdiction over oil
Ilrnes by I M Sunon Co are as follows
Southworth said, but "it won't
Whatever the legalities of pipelines, nuclear waste
no.,,
room-capacity enforcement, management, all federal
Indus. As'.
4.15 approach that,
Investigators who probed Southworth said, "I would energy
and
research
Airco
27Va +4 the ruined club and are
Federal State Market News Service
think actually everybody's development efforts and over
Am. Motors
August 3, 1277
4 %
Ashland Oil
XI% unc studying building plans will responsible,
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
including the strategic petroleum reserves.
T &T.
63% unc
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
the legal capacity patrons."
—Programs for allocating
Ford Motor
43% -% determine
Receipts. Act. 500 Est. 400 Barrows &
56% .% based on the size of the room
Gilts hilly .25 higher Sows steady 50
Gen Dynamics
-or rationing fuels such as
floor
of
A
seating
and
plan
Motors
Gen.
higher
67 -14
27 -4 and number of exits, he said.
US 1-2 203-230 lbs.
the Cabaret Room on the night natural gas or gasoline in
$41.75-42.23
Gen. The
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
Southworth said a waitress of the fire — prepared by times of national shortages or
$41.30-41.75
Goodrich
Oil
$40.75.41,50
Gulf
-%
31
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
who drew a diagram showing Beverly Hills waitress Janetta embargoes
foreign
by
g40.25-te 75
Pennwalt
34 At
US 3-4 260-250 lbs
Quaker Oats
21% -it how many were in the room
Sows
exporters.
US 1-2 270-33016s
nos Ay and where they sat at the time Johnson and checked by other
RePonlic Steel
334.00-3500
—A say in determining the
waitresses who worked in the
23% %
US 1-3 300-500 lb.
354.00-3580
Singer ?Et
10 -% of the fire "apparently will be
US 1.3550-410 Ibis
$35.00-36.50
TRIPP=
of production of federa4
rate
a
with
—
published
room
was
Western Wen
talc
US 2-3 300-500lb,
333.00-3400
pretty close to a figure. It copyrighted story Tuesday in energy leases on the Outer
Zenith Rollo
21% -14
Boars 24 00-26.50
seems everybody is pretty The Louisville Courier- Continental Shelf and on
much in agreement with it."
inland federal lands.
Journal.
Courts will have to
determine who is legally
responsible for posting and

Energy...

Cabaret Room Said
Filled Beyond Capacity

STOCK MARKET

Hog Market

One Week Only!
off carpet.
ob
b
Save Money!
Labor,Pad
and Carpet
McLeod and
Downs Carpet
Only

Nffidgtoil
GAF Vinyl
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FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP) —
Declaring the fuel adjustment
clause has outlived its
usefulness, Gov. Julian
Carroll wants to eliminate it
or change it drastically.
He said Tuesday he is
asking the Public Service

Rites At Hazel

Carpet Sale

All
Major
Brands
At Your
Decorating
Center

Carroll Wants To Eliminate
Fuel Adjustment Clause

Shopping Confer
Phone 753-3642 Open II p.m.
•

Marijuana...
(Continued From Page 1)
Some congressional aides
said the marijuana issue was
of minimal interest. They
pointed to Carter's plan to
crack down hard on large
scale narcotics smugglers and
dealers, step up efforts to deal
with international trafficking,
orders to the secretary of
health, education and welfare
of
studies
begin
to
barbiturates and their effects
and his instructions to the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse to give high priority to
including
treatment,
treatment of alcoholics.
Carter ordered Atty. Gen.
Griffin Bell to focus Justice
efforts on
Department
breaking links between
organized crime and the illicit
drug traffic, which he said
costs the nation $15 billion a
Oyear.
Rep. Lester Wolff, D-N.Y.,
head of a House select
committee on drug abuse,
called the marijuana proposal
"a very minor part of a
lengthy statement," saying
most states have acted to
reduce criminal penalties for
possession and use of small
amounts of marijuana.
Carter, who admits his own
three sons have tried
marijuana, declared that
more than 45 million
have
Americans
experimented with it and 11
million are regular users. In
view of this and the failure of
Laws to discourage it. use.. he
said, "I believe it is Liner' to
implement the five-year-old
recommendation of the
National Commission on
Marijuana and Drug Abuse
that
weed
be
the
decriminalized.
Peter B. Bensinger, DEA
administrator, called Carter's
marijuana
proposal on
"presidential recognition of
what is really the present
prosecutorial
federal
practice. There's not a federal
prosecutor in the United
States today who would
prosecute a case of possessing
an ounce or less of
marijuana."
The existing federal penalty
for first-offense possession is a
$5,000 fine and an optional
year in prison.

Commission to make the
procedure a part of every
public hearing instead of an
automatic pass-through as
now is the case.
The- revision would affect
electric rates, and the
governor said at a news
conference that sometimes
the fuel adjustment clause —
reflecting the higher price of
coal — exceeds the basic
charge for electricity to
residential customers.
However, Carroll cautioned
tha the review of fuel
adjustment charges "will not
in itself change the cost of
electric energy to the
customor."
What it will do, he told
reporters, is place the burden
of proof on the electrical
utility.
"If the fuel adjustment
clause is abolished, the
utilities will be required to
combine their current basic
rates with the fuel cost
addition now in effect and
have one over-all rate subject
to PSC approval," he said.
"From then on, the utilities
will be required to apply for a
new rate to compensate for
changes in fuel osts."
Carroll made the request in
a letter to the PSC. Asked if
his proposal would be
accepted, be replied that two
vacancies now exist on the
commission and he recently
consumer
a
appointed
representative. That would
make a majority of the five
PSC members.
also
The
governor
acknowledged there has been
"pretty substantial opposition
from utilities" to the idea.
He said their concern seems
to be with their cash flow —
the time lag between when
they pay higher coal costs and
get back the money from
customers.
"They prefer a system less
cumbersome and timeconsuming," he said.
Kentucky, like most other
states, has been allowing the
automatic pass-through of fuel
costs since 1973.

And Carroll said a study
by a special
ordered
commission he appointed in
1975 showed that Kentucky
utilities in general were not
overcharging on the process.
"I now believe, however,
that the fuel adjustment
presently
as
clause,
structured, is no longer
justified," he said.
He said the cause originally
was set up to respond to a
wildly fluctuating coal market
a few years ago when utilities
were unable to get long-term
contracts.
"Even though coal prices
are much higher now than in
years past, I believe those
same utilities can now enter
contracts for a sufficient
length of time to enable them
to accurately project their fuel
costs as a part of their base
rate," the governor said.
Carroll said he also is
convinced that a direct
inflation factor such as fuel
cost should not be passed to
the consumer without the
safeguard of regulatory
proceedings.
He said his proposal would
give utilities the incentive to
keep fuel costs as low as
possible "through rigorous
coal
with
negotiations
producers."
Finally, the governor said,
the fuel adjustment clause has
substantially bypassed the
regulatory structure for
monitoring utility costs "and
we must see to it that no phase
of a utility's rate structure
escapes the scrutiny of the
PSC."
The governor conceded the
PSC does not have the staff to
monitor fuel costs and is
oriented instead toward basic
rates.
UNDERWRITERS
The Murray Chapter of the
National Association of Life
Underwriters will meet at
twelve noon on Thursday
August 4, at the Triangle Inn.
All members are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.

GRAND
OPENING
Thursday, August 4
Through Sunday,August 7

Majestic House
Steak - Pizza
N.12th Street
(Olympic Plaza)
Featuring —
ore
Fitic)s,_ _the
est
()title witT',
rouhesi hig':31ents

Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Fish Sandwich
Ham Sandwich

Spaghetti
Veal Parmesean
SUBMARINE SANDWICH with side order of spaghetti

tres
qUa viqI

Specials
Rib-Eye
Steak

1 New York
Strip
gl,
io 0, $195

Choice

Ri
8 oz

I
$395

Hamburger
Steak
$235

Steak Dinners Includes - Salad, Potato 8 Bread
Smolt 8

Large

Luncheon Special

$11

Pizza

Spaghetti
OPEN EVERY DAY

954

Spaghetti
Eith
gd
i
S.ri

Li A.M. UNTIL MIDNIGHT

In Kentucky -4 locations: Mayfield, Princeton, Draffenville and NOW Murray
..NICA71/411113allkejlet

1
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Charmin

kr-APTIMIST GUEST — Mac Fitts(lM), liestmant groan* of Ns Optimist,
-:::iefl district, was a special pest if the Farminglim Opimist Club at the
21101 meeting. Fitts discussed the dub's progress. He vas introduced
Tiny Darnell, the chib's vice prisident Dunn' the baseness main
dab members discussed their parbcMatimi in the Fumingly, Days
servance and welcomed a new member, Michael Damell.
rarist:,•::,,..7..- ar,RNArlou4osarmax4mamirainaw, s4k<kmoiz-,:•~B

Porkay

Margarine
CPM
RI DA'

Let's Stay Well

i?4

Improved Management
Of Acne

1

;

cp Mrs S. L. writes that her
teenage daughter's aerie
appears to be getting
gradually more severe, and
she fears that the disease will
bring scars. She wants to
know what can be done to stop
the acne from worsening.
- A: Acne is a chronic disease
that often requires close
cooperation, between the
patient and the physician,
especially in severe cases.
.Many •cases are too stubborn
to be controlled only by home
remedies.
Acne results from hormonal
substances that bring on an
excessive production of an oily
substance in the 'skin glands.
The glands become obstructed
and irritated and the contents
of the glands become infected
with bacteria, producing
numerous inflamed areas.

For Information
Rosario's

Electrolysis
(Permanent
1
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Salt

Sunshine Hi-Ho

Crackers

12 oz.

69'

Merit Saltine

Crackers

.t.69'
59C

Betty Crocker

Cake Mix

49'

I lb_

Grape Jelly

3 lb.

$159

26 oz.

20'

Kool-Aid

11C
Pkg.

Kraft

Velveeta

$189
21b.

Bush

Applesauce

16 oz.

34'

18 oz.

Joan of Arc

Corn

16 oz

3/89'
U.S.D.A. Choice
Bone In-

Soft 8 Pretty

Tissue

4 Roll

Gold Medal

Flour

79'
BlO79C

ROUND STEA

51.

Hi-Or)

Towels

Ro„2/89C

Friskie's

Dog Food
Preserves

Advance

qI.99`

BM IllMII
L9HPSTARE

13 C.Z

qt

Spaghetti

701 5/10°

Northern

41'

Tissue

4 Roll

Del Monte

Tomato Juice

Produce
Dept.

FREE
COUPONS
FROM
GILLETTE

99c

Ronco

Similac

516 W. Main, Murray

25 Lb $499

Scot Lad Strawberry

Every Day Low
ShelfPrices

YOUR KEY TO VALUE

• Non Tear
• Non-Alkaline

Crisco
Unsweetened

These may torm deep abscesses that result in scars.
Home care consists of
keeping the skin clean. The
involved area (usually on the
face and on the skin of the
upper chest)should be washed
one or more times daily with
mild soap and water to
remove the excess oil. Oily
skin lotions should be avoided.
The scalp should be washed
every other Clay, or at least
twice weekly, to keep away
the accumulated grease.
Greasy hair dressings should
not be used.
Physicians have a combination of drugs that are now
effective in most cases (between 85 and 90 per cent) when
used locally on the involved
skin. The combination consists of Vitamin A acid, which
irritates and causes some
peeling of the skin, and benzoyl peroxide (TO per cent in
gel), which serves to toughen
the skin. These medicines are
omitted when this combined
treatment is used. Considerable improvement is
usually noted in about two
months.
I suggest that you see your
physician
and
discuss
treatment with him. If he does
not .regularly treat skin
diseases, he may want to refer
you to a skin specialist, a
dermatologist.

Miracle Whip

E,arth
Born,
Baby
Shampoo

Pure Vegetable

These Items Gn Display
Throughout The Store

Kraft

j

I lb

79'
59c

Morton

F-14-21

t•tri

4 Roll

46 oz.

79C
59C

igLig
)
Byrum.WITH
PROOF OF
PURCHASE

MEE

•

12,1'
-

NON -AEROSOL
HAIR SPRAY

U.S.D.A.Choice

Sirloin Steak

• Scented

lb

$169
g

• Unscented

USDA Choice Boneless

801.

tame

HAIR SPRAY

• Regular
• Extra Hold
• Unscented
• Ultimate

Round Steak

•

Ground Beef

• Lemon Fresh
• Balsam/Body
• w/Extra Cond.
• Regular
• w/ Extra Body

UPON

COUPON

por Fomfly

ti&

Per Farr

Stmp
SS
F

lb care
E(Tore% 8.9.,

HOME WAVES
• GENTLE

$129

Pure - 3 lbs. or More

CREME RINSE
CONDITIONER
tea
tiro,

lb

Goad Oriv

/89'

All
50 or Box

$1 29

7
Ex gpres 8
Cio..74 0(4# L: Stort• •

reS 8 9 77
Oey1 Sc''

v

Hon&
Wrap
'QC it rot'39
4

(..nn AI %fey

• REGULAR

• SUPEA
• BODY
•

SZ920r111/...-
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's Means Lower

Phone 7534916
SNOOPY WAS q0Uit
RESPONSIBILIN IF HE
RUN OUT ON ME,'/OU
GONNA 1AKE HI5

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

Kraft Amer.

Singles

Gt. Size

12 oz

Eagle Brand

Milk

oz

70'

Philadelphia

Cream Cheese

8oz

Scot Lad

Biscuits

6 pack

67'
83c

5 lb

qt

Corn flakes

96'

Sugar
Limo Per Cyst. With 7.50 Add PaelVtluding
Tobacco & Dairy Produces

Domino-

Sugar

10° Lb.

51b.

87c

Cocktail Juice

46 oz

73'

Drink

46 oz

49'

Pineapple

19 oz

58C

1 lb

33'

Jars

8 ct.

$159

OUR OUTFIELDER
DIDN'T SHOW UP-WANNA PLAY ?

SURE --- GIVE
ME A GAP
AND A GLOVE

Heinz Strained

15'

Baby Food
Jf I8oz

89'

Peanut Buffer
Vinegar

Gal

99'

OKAY--THAT'S YOUR
CAP

Milk

LC
14 ox.

Tomato Sauce

18'

C 1,77 1ndir. 046•40, 8.7011111110 INC

Crossword Puzzler

Hormel Tender

Chunk Ham
Del Monte Chunk

Light Tuna

6'/2 oz

Gelatin

Jell-O

3 oz

74'

2r

Kellogg's

All Bran

16 oz

Lipton Teo

Bags

FRYER NTS.

63'

Scot Lad 8 oz

Dole Crushed

Family Pock

5 lb

L4OU'RE GONNA BE THE
WATCHDOG, CHUCK!
DO 440IJ HEAR ME?!

Carnation

Ho C

SMOKED PI

92'

Gold Dollar

V8

Emge

22 oz

Mason

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

SAVE

86

Domino Powdered

129

24 oz

42 oz.

Flour

95'

Kellogg s

Detergent
Scotlad

Kroft

Mayonnaise

49 oz

6
4 1eaner

Sunflower

Meal

$1 19

Tide

Duncan Hines 16 oz

Brownie Mix

TX.24

Grafton) Crocker

Ready Crust

73'

ACROSS
7 Note of
1 Performs
scale
Answer to Tuesday Puzzle
5 Slave
8 Gave food to
9 Timid
9 Lucid
12 Unruffled
11100 DOM mmn
13 Woody plant 10 Faroe
Islands
DEIll moan 511110
14 Confederate
whirlwind
••
general
OOMMOO mum nm
pronoun
1
1
Old
15 Printer's
000 01151 Imo
17 Latin
measure_
MOOR WWI ARRIM
conjunction
16 Period of
MIO
0011
19 Above
time
tia MINCIOMMI 12
21 Tibetan
18 Owing
Me2 300 11M
priest
20 Place
MOD MIN mlni
231-fits lightly
labbr I
imam OM M313
25 Ship's crew
22 Jog
26 Thoroughfare
Mi 2W B31412741
24 Moccasins
27
Excuses
27 Winglike
031133 3203 3133
28 European
71
MM
29 Periods of
capital
time
30
Appear
Decay
31
33 Narrate
32 Boundary
61 Symbol for
35 English
Spirit of
34 Barracuda
-tantatum
-streetcar
51 Pron0Un
36 Title of
62 Spanish
38 Cease
53 Printer's
respect
article
40
Imitates
measure
labbr
43 Beginning
56 Small lump 64 Chinese
37 Likenesses
distance
46 Country of
58 Lamprey
39 Mexican
measure
Asia
60 Things in
shawl
66 Conjunction
48 Raise the
law
41 exiSt
42 Singing
.voice
44 Shade tree
8 7, ‘,.,:, 9 10 ii
45 Hostelry
7
3
4 IIII•-.'7, 5 6
I
2
•.:.:•..
i:•:•:'.
47 Learning
• • t4
49 Encounter
'•
12
.......:13
r .•.•.
• ...
50 Cook slowly
.. _
19
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is
•:.::.
.5 ' 16 ,17
,
54 Symbol for
samarium
25 26
"•'' ..22
i. '',•',I 20 '21 ...:-..1
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.....,
2::.
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1.•,4:.31
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27
7.1 ..:.29
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,•,..
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..1 34
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32
.;,.'•
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•'" 39
38
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;
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.44
.
•
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•1
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68 Eat
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i
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53 :7.7
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51 ,
50
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I
57
58 \
'• + 59 60
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.
1 High
'
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...•.•

6 oz

Morton

Canning Salt

card

Bounty

2 Flattering
remark
3 Preposition

Towels

4 Crafty

5 Look fixedly
6 Mistakes

,
6'

,..•

4
62
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t

69

67
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I,,11.6 I
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Folger's

Coffee

with coupon Wow )16.

Armour Veribest

/
1 4 Loin Chops
Armour Conned

Ham

3 lbs $499

Emge

Bologna
OUPON 09584200
Limit I Per Family

Betty Cracker
White Angel
Food Cake
In
Mix"
tax Box
Exp.
-77
f"tied

Sliced lb

89C

COUPON
Limit

Per

rjr

Bar Soap

Tone
R;:e

Downtown
Paducah

4/89(

Exp. iE
&Ad Jh t Skre

-...••••••

- This
Week
Win

Friday & Saturday
August 5 & 6
"LowestPrices Of
The Summer"

..-

#
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Tommy John Hurls And
Bats Dodgers To Victory
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Tommy John is a big hit in
Los Angeles.
The Dodgers' left-hander
has been getting his kicks both
on the mound and at the plate
for the National League
Western Division leaders.
John, the National League
comeback player of the year
in 1976 when he was 10-10, won
his 12th game of the season
Tuesday night, scattering
eight hits as Los Angeles beat
the New York Mets 7-2.
But.John was most proud of
his hitting.
"I'm noc surprised at the
way I've been hitting the
ball," John said after stroking
two singles and knocking in a
run. All of the pitchers have
been hitting a lot in between
games and I guess it has
shown so far this season. I've
only struck out seven times."
And he has 10 hits for a .208
average, quite_
batting
respectable for a pitcher. His
pitching stats — a 2.92 earned
run average and a 12-4 record
— also are impressive.
John.also got offensive help
from Ron Cey with a two-run
homer and from Steve

Yeager, who keyed the
Dodgers' decisive three-run
rally in the seventh with a tworun single.
Elsewhere in the National
League, San Diego stopped
Philadelphia 4-2, Chicago
rallied to beat Cincinnati 5-2,
St. Louis took Atlanta 6-4,
Pittsburgh topped Houston 64
in 10 innings and Montreal
belted San Francisco 10-2.
Padres 4, PhiIlies 2
Dave Kingman's two-run
homer and the combined sixhit pitching of Bob Owchinko
and Rollie Fingers gave San
Diego its victory. Kingman's
third-inning blast off loser Jim
Kaat, 4-7, put the Padres
ahead to stay.
The loss dropped the
PhiRies two games behind the
Cubs in the tight NI. East
race.
Cubs 5, Reds!
The Cubs rallied for five
runs in the eighth inning to
beat the Reds and Mario Soto,
the, rookie who pitched a
complete game against the
Cubs in his major league
de.but last week.
With Cincinnati ahead 1-0 in
the eighth, Soto walked Bill
Buckner with two out. After

Jerry Morales singled, Soto
also walked Robby Murcer
and Steve Ontiveros to force in
the tying run. He then walked
pinch-hitter Jose Cardenal to
force in the go-ahead run.
Cardinals 6, Braves 4
Dave Rader's pinch-hit,
two-run single produced the
winning runs in the ninth
inning for St. Louis. Mike
Tyson's bases-loaded sacrifice
fly had broken a 3-3 tie earlier
in the inning.
Pirates 6, Astros 3. 10 inningsBill Robinson hit a three-run
homer in the 10th to win the
game for the Pirates, who tied
the score in the ninth on Enos

Majoaeague Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
59 43 .578
Boston
60 44 .577
Bait
59 46 .562 1'2
N York
.46 55 .455 12'2
Detroit
46 56 .451 13
Cleve
46 60 .434 15
Milwkee
36 66 .353 23
Toronto
West
62 40 .608
Chicago
61 46 .570
Minn
56 45 .554 5'2
K.C.
56 45 .554 512
Texas
48 54 .471 14
Calif
46 61 .430 18"-z
Seattle
42 61 .408 20'2
Oakland
Tuesday's Results
, Cleveland 9-7, Milwaukee 2-4
Minnesota 9,Kansas City 4
Texas 9, Chicago 8
New York 9, California 3
Boston 3, Seattle 2, 10 innings
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Toronto(Garvin 7-10) at Kansas City (Splittorff 8-51, In)
Texas (Ellis 5-8), at Chicago
(Barrios 11-4), In 1
Cleveland (Bibby 9-7) at Milwaukee (Haas 7-7),(n
Detroit ( Arroyo 6-9) at Minnesota (Schueler 44),in)
- Boston(Paxton 3-2i at Seattle
(Wheelock 5-6 ),(n)
Baltimore (Flanagan 8-8) at
Oakland(Langford 7-12),)n)
New York (Guidry 8-5) at
California (Ryan 14-10),(n)

National League
East
..W L Pet. GB
61 42 .592 —
Chicago
59 44 .573 2
Phila
60 45 .571 2
Pitts
S Louis
58 48 .547 4'2
Montreal 49 55 .471 12'2
N York
44 59 .427 17
West
Los Mg 67 39 .632
52 52 .500 14
Cinci
49 58 .458 18"2
Houston
S Fran
48 59 .449 19'2
46 62 .426 22
S Diego
Atlanta
37 67 .356 29
Tuesday's Results
Montreal 10,San Francisco 2
San Diego 4, Philadelphia 2
St. Louis 6, Atlanta 4
Chicago 5, Cincinnati 2
Los Angeles 7, New York 2
Pittsburgh 6, Houston 3
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles (Rau 12-2) at
New York(Matlack 6-12)
San Francisco (Barr 10-7) at
Montreal J. Brown 7-8),(n )
San Diego (Shirley 6-12) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 14-6), In)
St. Louis(Rasmussen 8-10) at
Atlanta (Ruthven 3-7), in)
Chicago(R. Reuschel 15-3)at
Cincinnati(Moskau 2-2),(n
Pittsburgh (Kison 6-4) at
Houston (J. Niekro 6-3 ),( n )
Thursday's Games
San Diego at Philadelphia
Montreal at Atlanta,( n )
Only games scheduled

Ca bell's - two-run throwing
error.
Expos 10, Giants
An eight-run seventh inning
provided the excitement for
the Expos. Larry Parrish'a
homer,
two-run
Ellis
Valentine's bloop double and
Andre Dawson's two-run
triple highlighted the inning.
Steve Rogers, 12-9, gave up
just four hits in easing to the
victory, his third win in as
many decisions against San
Francisco this season.
Randy Elliott's pinch-hit,
two-run homer in the eighth
gave the Giants their runs.

sports
Miierray Ledger & Times

Carroll Continues His
Excellent Bullpen Work
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — "I don't have to come in there and be a
Bob Feller," says Clay Carroll, the veteran St. Louis
Cardinal relief pitcher.
"I just manage to do my job," he added Tuesday night
after helping the Cards secure a 6-4 victory over the Atlanta
Braves."I don't care how I look."
Carroll preserved the victory with some brilliant ninth
inning work, fanning rookie Barry Bonnell and getting pinchhitter Joe Nolan on an infield tap with the tying runs aboard.
The Cardinals had broke a 3-3 tie in the top of the ninth on
Mike Tyson's bases-loaded sacrifice fly and a two-run pinch
single by Dave Rader. Atlanta rallied for one run off Al
Hrabosky in the ninth and had the tying runs on when Carroll
closed the door.
Carroll said the situation didn't bother him.
"I'm not dumb," he said. "I've just been in so many
pressure situations it doesn't bother me. The way We are
going really makes me want to come in and do the job, close
the door."
The Redbird victory put a slight damper on Jeff
Burroughs'continuous home run barrage,stretching it to one
in each of the last five games. His latest shot, No. 27 of the
year, carried over the center field fence in the fourth inning
and extended Burroughs' hitting streak to 16 consecutive
games.
Rowland Office accounted for the other two Braves' runs
with a two-run homer in the fifth, his second of the year;
following a double by Rod Gilbreath.
Phil Niekro, 10-13, walked the leadoff man in thenirith and
then Darrel Chaney dropped a throw that Would have
produced a force at second, opening the gatri-to the three-run
rally.
"If I don't walk the leadoff man,theYdon't bunt and there's
no play at second," Niekro said.,-"lhave had better days."
It was, however, for Rader-one of his better days against
Niekro.
"I just happened to 'ptMch it where they couldn't get to it,"
Rader said of the two-run single that ultimately decided the
game
"He (Niekro) wears me out usually," Rader said. "When I
played. with San Francisco I couldn't buy a hit. Maybe it's the
(Cards) winning atmosphere that helps."

7
FOURTH PLACE IN STATE—Th. Murray landites softball tem took feerth piece in the State Tournament for 16-11{-year-ohl
girls in Smith Grove this pest weekend. The Ilendites wen six games end lost lest two. French Inver of Falser& wea the title. 4
Members of the Bandites are top row, left to right, Cinch Mike Samples, Jam Washer, Kin Kemp, Mine Todd, Teri Morris, Taw
my Whom end Steve Grogan. Front row, Penny Ovethey, Jim Washer, Susie loos, Rose Ross,$heila McKenzie, Ranee Overlie./
and Karol Kemp. Leslie Wilferd was not present for the pietwo.
,SI& Samilea)
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By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
WETHERSFIELD, Conn.
(AP) — Jerry Heard,once one
of golf's most outstanding
young players but an ailing
one also-ran for more than a
year, makes a return to action
this week in the $210,000
Sammy Davis Jr.-Greater
Hartford Open.
"I don't have any idea
what's coming out of the bag,"
said Heard; winner of four
tour titles before a brush with
lightning two years ago. "I'm
just going to try it and see."
The easy-going Heard,
suffering from a back ailment,
has played only a handful of
tournaments in the last 12
months and none at all in the
last four.
"I've played 10 rounds of
golf since Inverrary (in
March)," he said after a
practice round over the 6,598-

NEW HOURS
Beginning

yard, par-71 Wethersfield
Country Club course, site of
the 72-hole tournament that
gets under way Thursday.
Most of his time has been
spent seeking treatment for
his back problems and in
medically-advised rest. Heard
said he's trying to avoid
surgery. "But if I have to," he
said, "I'm going to get the
same doctor that worked on
(Lee) Trevino."
Heard and Trevino both
were struck by lightning in the'1975 Western Open in Chicago. Neither has been the same
since. Trevino capped his
comeback two weeks ago with
a runaway victory in the
Canadian Open.
Heard, however, has
remained in a decline. He won
only $28,000 last year, about
$90,000 below his average, and
hasn't cashed a check this
season.
His close friend, Johnny
Miller, also is in the 156-man
field chasing a $42,000 first
prize. Miller has missed a
couple of tournaments with an
arm injury and hasn't played
since the British Open.
.Trevino and Al Geiberger,
who composed that record
round of 59 in winning the
Memphis Open, are the
favorites.
Other 1977 tour title-winners
on hand include U.S. Open
Champ Hubert Green, Andy
Bean, two-time winner Bruce
Lietzke, defending title-holder
Rik Massengale, Jim Simons
and Jerry McGee, who scored
his second career victory ilikt
Classic.
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Double Belted Dependability . . .
Plus Positive Wet/Dry Traction
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WHITEWALLS

A78-13 whitewall plus $1.73
tire and old tires

H78-14

G78-15
H78-15
L78-15
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...I
.
Polyester cord body for ride, plus two fiberglass belts for traction, strength and wear.

.iari:arteir•
PRICE
$2.09
2for $70
$2.42
2for $78
— ---S2.58
SOO
2for
— ---- 2for MI6
$280
-- - - 2for $113
$2.65
2 for $89
$2.88
2 for $96
$3.12
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Save On Tires for Vans and Campers
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Jerry Heard Returns To
Purcell In Round Of 16
Open
Hartford
At
Action
At National Tournament
Mel Purcell of Murray, who finished second in the Western
Open at Springfield, Ohio,this,past weekend, has won his first three matches in the Nationals being played in Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
Purcell is seeded eighth in the tournament which thus far,
is running behind schedule. Doubles play Tuesday night
lasted until almost midnight. Over 70 three-set matches have
been played in the tourney thus far.
Purcell has not been involv,ed in any of the three-set matches as he has coasted through his first three rounds. Today,
Purcell will find his handi full.
In the quarterfinals last week at Springfield, Purcell, who
was seeded 10th, pulled off an upset win over sixth-seeded
Blaine Willenborg of Miami Shores, Fla. Purcell won the
match 7-6, 5-7 and 6-2.
Willenborg Will be out for revenge today as-the two square
off in the round of 16.
Willenborg is seeded 13th in the Nationals.
In Purcell's first round match, he took an easy 6-3, 6-1 win
over David Thies of Shawnee Mission, Kansas. Then in the
second round, Purcell won 6-3, 6-2 over Lloyd Bourne of
Pasadena,California.
Purcell earned the right to meet Willenborg by winning
Tuesday over Ross Dubins of Miami Beach,6-4 and 6-1.
The tournament will conclude with the championship matches in the singles and doubles set for Sunday.
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700-15 TT
650-16 IT
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C
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$3700
$3200
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A Well Tuned Car Helps Save Gas!

Lube & Oil-Change

Brakes-Your Choice

$4088

$580
Up to 5 gte Of major brand 10/30 grade oil

• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts and smooth,
cfLiiet performance a-Please pfiortefor appointment _
•Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check

pi, wheel

$3688

You pa y only once' FREE rebalancing. if needed, at Goodyear
Store doing the original Salina.
Ina

A Cy

Our mechanics electronically fine-tune your engine,
New points, plugs and condenser • Test charging/
starting systems. time engine, adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth sunning engine • Includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW and light trucks. Cars with electronic ignition $4 less.
*41,,••-.
,r,,

Just Say'Charge It.'..
Goodyear
=0:11111.
Revolving
. j
Charge Account evier •

• . -

-

My. R. Certwrigkr
721 S. 12th St.
:
Ky
_ ...2..
.._Murray.

SUSS — 4 cyl
WAS — 8 cyt
Add $2 00 for air conditioning.
Price includes parts arid labor
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Or uSe any of tfiesej other ways lobur
Our Chin Customer Credit Plan.• Master.
Chars.• BankAmericard •• American
Express Card • Carte Blanche
• Diners Club • CaSto
r•PriAL'.-.!::
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'for the life of the tread bal.
anew,. as long as tire is not
dismounted frwn wheel

.--'

2-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front disc brake pads
• Repack and inspect front wheel bearings• Inspect
hydraulic system and rotors (does not include rear
wheels)
OR
,
4-Wheel Drum-type: Install new brake linings an Tour
wheels • Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect
drums and brake hydraulic system, add fluid.

Engine Tune-Up

Computerized Lifetime*
Wheel Balancing
$550
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GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

Store Nova: 1:30 A.M. eel 11:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until $:00 p.af.
My. S. Davis
My. E. Witte
Mgr. T. Tayside
100 S. Stateline
600 Jefferson
315W. Broadway
Fulton,Ky
Paducah,Ky.
Mayfille,Ky.
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Street
master ctiarge
riaNu‘VARE STONES

without coupon 99.

CaPrATIrowels
2
Washt
p eilong
1 1ting. XL 70
17
zpires.n
Cup..

ON ALL-TOURNAMEKT TEAM-Kim Kemp of the Murray Banditos was named to the All
Tournament Team for her play in the State Tournament for 16-111-yeter-old girls at Smith Grove,
Ky. The Bandlios finished fourth. With Kemp are her coaches, Steve Grogan on the left and Mike
Sangkon the right.
(Steil Photos by Nike Insistien)

Bosox Back In First,
Twins Gaining In West
since July 12, 1975.
By BOB GREENE
lined his single right behind
Twins 9, Royals 4
AP Sports Writer
the shortstop into left field.
A three-run homer by Butch
The Boston Red Sox pulled
The victory gave Boston a Wynegar arid Dan Ford's
off a successful run-and-hit .001 lead over idle Baltimore
powered
round -tripper
play in the 10th inning and ran in the AL East battle. The New
victory over
s
Minnesota'
first
into
themselves right
York Yankees defeated the Kansas City, Right-hander
place in the "hop-scotch" California Angels 9-3 to pull to
Dave Goltz increased his
American League East within 1'2 games of the top.
record to 13-6, giving up 11 hits
Division race.
In other AL games Tuesday, before Tom Burgmeier came
Denny Doyle opened the Cleveland,
defeated
10th inning with a single and, Milwaukee twice, 9-2 and 7-4, on to get the final out.
Rangers 9, White Sox 8
one out later, raced to third on Minnesota stopped Kansas
Willie Horton's double drove
-hit
run-and
Rick Burleson's
City 9-4 and Texas nipped home Bert Campaneris in She
single. Doyle then scored on Chicago 9-8.
ninth inning as Texas rallied
Fred Lynn's sacrifice fly to
Yankees 9, Angels 3
from a 7-0 deficit to nip
give the Red Sox a 3-2 victory
Thurman Munson, Chris Chicago. Campaneris led off
over the Seattle Mariners.
Reggie
and
Chambliss
"We were just running to Jackson combined to drive in the ninth with a single, moved
stay out of the double play seven runs to back the to second on a sacrifice bunt
situation. We caught a little pitching of Mike Torrez, 10-10, and scored on Horton's double
break - the guy leaned a as New York defeated into the right-field corner.
Indians 9-7, Brewers 2-4
little," said Boston Manager California. Paul Hartzell, 4-7,
Bill Melton scored three
Don Zimmer of Seattle took the loss for the Angels.
and drove in three runs
times
Reynolds.
Craig
shortstop
The victory was New York's
When Doyle broke for seventh in nine games as the to lead Cleveland over
second, Reynolds moved to Yankees pounded California Milwaukee in the second game
cover the bag and Burleson pitching for 19 hits, the most in of their doubleheader. The
Indians won the first game
one game by a Yankee team
FOOTBALL
behind the seven-hit, 10MIAMI - Miami Dolphins
strikeout pitching of Dennis
Among Finalists
owner Joe Robbie, saying the
Eckersley, 10-8, and two RBI
integrity of professional
apiece by Buddy Bell, Rico
(AP)
Ohio
,
COLUMBUS
football may be at stake, has
Carty, Andre Thornton and
to a gutter ball and no
vowed a court fight against a Thanks
Frank Duffy.
Randall
airline,
an
ruling that two players - thanks to
Ky.,
being Johnson Jr. of Lexington,
after
suspended
Kamihara of Aiea,
arrested on cocaine charges- and Melvin
will compete for
be reinstated, traded or Hawaii,
By The Associated Press
college scholarships in
81,000
waived.
FOOTBALL
Youth
All-America
The Dolphins refused to the
National Football League
ships
Champion
Bowling
reinstate and failed to trade
CLEVELAND BROWNS starting Wednesday.
the players, resorting to
24 finalists Cut Dwight Lewis,safety.
among
are
They
waivers on starting defensive
NEW - YORK --GIANT&- —
competition that began
Linemen Randy Crowder and -in-the
Walker Gillette,
Released
more than 60,000 high
Don Reese. The players were with
seeking $28,000 wide receiver; Larry Mialik,
seniors
school
not claimed by any other NFL
The 17-year-old tight end, and Earl Belgrave,
team and thus became free in grants.
is sponsored by the tackle; Signed Brad Van Pelt,
event
agents.
Bowling Council and linebacker, to a series of five
Reese and Crowder had National
by the Bowling one-year contracts.
conducted
been suspended pending
NEW YORK JETS ' Association of
settlement of the drug-selling Proprietors
Released Irvin Stevenson,
America.
charges, the trial of which is
Johnson earned his trip running back, and Marvin
set to begin Oct. 17.
his regional semifinal Frazier,' wide receiver;
when
The National Football
dumped his ball into Traded Phil Wise, defensive
opponent
League's Player-Club
providing Johnson back, to the Minnesota
Relations Committee, the gutter,
Vikings for undisclosed draft
decision.
one-pin
a
with
composed of two players and
choices.
buy
to
Kamihara was forced
two owners, had ordered the
BUCBAY
TAMPA
ball when an airline lost
Dolphins last Friday to trade, a new
- Released
CANEERS
en
-pounder
16
favorite
waive or reinstate the two. his
to regional tournament Witt Beckman, wide receiver:
That's the order Robbie vowed route
Floyd Hogan. defensive back:
competiton.
to fight.
Dallas Brown, guard; Dan
Kelleher, wide receiver and
Ray Carr, defensive back.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
-Signed Mark Mosley,kicker
and Frank Grant, wide
receiver, to a series of oneyear contracts.
BASKETBALL
Basketball
try to preserve the game's National
By The Associated Press
Association
"It's hard to deal with a gun integrity.
PHILADELPHIA 76ERS
''What will happen if two
your head," says Miami
Dolphins Coach Don Shute of a players are arrested for fixing Signed Wilson Washington,
National Football League a football game?" Robbie forward.
BASEBALL
playerclub committee order asked. "Will their owner be
League
National
suspending
from
prohibited
two
put
to
team
the
that forced
CUBS
CHICAGO
suspended players on waivers. them until they are tried in
Herman
of
contract
play
Extended
can
they
that
so
court
Robbie,
Joe
boss,
Shula's
Franks, manager, through the
said Tuesday he'd sue the again under indictment?"
Meanwhile, a Dolphins 1978 season.
NFL Management Council,
the NFL Players Association spokesman said the players Ow MONTREAL • EXPOS
and the committee that had cleared waivers and Signed Ricky Williams,
pitcher.
become free agents.
handed down the order.
American League
In other NFL training
The Dolphins waived Randy
EE BREWERS
MILWAUK
Jets
York
New
the
camps,
Reese
Don
Crowder and
Monday in compliance with a traded six-year veteran - Recalled Tim Johnson,
deadline set by the NFL defensive back Phil Wise to Infielder, to the active roster:
to
Player-Club Relations the Minnesota Vikings in Sent Ed Romero, shortstop,
Eastern
the
of
Holyoke
undisclosed
for
to
exchange
not
choosing
Committee,
draft choices, ending a long League.
reinstate or trade the men.
HOCKEY
Crowder and Reese are contract dispute.
National Hockey League
The Jets waived secondawaiting trial on charges that
LOS ANGELES KINGS they tried to sell a pound of year players Irvin Stevenson,
Charlie Simmer, left
Signed
Marvin
and
back,
running
cocaine to an undercover a
winger.
Frazier, a wide receiver.
Pticeman. They had argued
PHILADELPHIA FLYERSThe New York Giants cut
suspensions
their
that
veteran wide receiver Walker - Signed Tom Gorence and
prejudiced their cases.
Robbie says their arrests, or Gillette, who was the club's Dave Hoyda, wingers.
COLLEGE
accusations against any leading receiver two years
OF
ITY
UNIVERS
600
for
catches
43
with
ago
undermine
could
players,
the
Announced
VIRGINIA
16
to
slipped
had
yards. He
public confidence in the game
YazglissiV
a3
-2
.
11111MIIMPt
*
s EIZAVONStria
Jejet4
- .€11111611,X;;k_ re',.."7:411
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lacrOsae Coa.. .
ties the Bands of owners who year.

Quantities Limited

SPARKLE
GLASS
CLEANER

Without
Coupon 79*

6
i
49C
with coupon

WEST BENDs
--""441PFP"

With Coupon

oz

Tire Sealer
& Valve Tool

without coupon 59,

Seals punctures, prevents
288390
leaks 3 or
Ceepee Expires 41477

with coupon

66

Without

Coupon 79. 'P.

Without
coupon 1 05

Heats 2 to 6 cups of water for instant coffee, tea,
sz,
sou p, cocoa, other beverages. Thermostat maintains
Proper serving temperature. Safety lock-on cover
prevents accidental Spills. Compact sire-just 8"
high. Attractive butterscotch exterior UL listed

CHARCOAL
lighter Fluid

With Coupon

Ice Cube Trays
Stackabie Pack of 2

3452

Quick starter
Coupe. Expires 41077

3-Pack

Cosexa Expires Liar,

Pot and Pan
Cleaner
Outlasts steel wool 11134
teepee Noires 5-1477

Sports Deals

Robbie Threatens Suit
Over Committee Order

•

FISHER FEATURES
Highest qualitv sturdiest constructed wood stove.on
market today.
2. Constructed with I 4" and 5 16" MSLP steel plate.
3. Most weight and superior heat radiation for your dollar.
4. Hand fitted all important fire brick lining.
5. Because of unique design, the Fisher will hold fire up 10 24
hours.
6. Has "Superior" heat radiation because of design and
construction.
7. Two individual cooking surfaces with individual
temperatures.
8. Designed so unit will not smoke when door is open.
9. Papa Bear will hold 30" logs.
10. Almost total combustion in fire Chamber leaves virbrallv
no ashes.
Available in right or left hand door models with side
exhaust outlet,,f,ailable.
Very imPortant )esign and exhaust outlet stops chimney
heat loss.
13. Fuel consumpli.,r1 less than 1 .3 ordinarv conventional
stove.
14. Each Fisher Stove is hand built by professional craftsman,
insuring no as,,•!nhly line flaws.
The Fisher is superior in, weight comparison to
conventional wind burning stoves.
16. American high temperature paint finish ss II ithstand
heat .to 1.000 deg reo.
17. YOUT Fisher Si‘,‘e is guaranteed the rest of sour tile.

PAPA BEAR 18" x 32"
Weight 410 lbs.
Firechamber accepts up to 30" logs.
Will heat approximately 2,000
square feet
MAMA HfAR - -Weight 345 lbs. - 16" x 27"
Firechamber accepts up to 24" logs.
Will heat approximately 1,500
square feet
BABY BEAR
Weight 245 lbs. - 14" x 21"
f-irechamber accepts up to 18" log.
Will heat approximately 1,000
sQuare feet

Remington
Mod 870

Pump

•End Home Heating Bills
•Burns Wood 18-24 Hours
•Almost No Ash Clean Out
*Safe For Modern Homes

rip HEATER
• COOK STOVE
• FIREPLACE
• TRASH BURNER

'Five Models To Choose From
'Will Not Smoke
'You Can Cook On It Too
'Guaranteed The Rest Of your life

AUTOMATIC
WATER HEATERS
CHECK
OUR
LOW
PRICES

Fast recovery models supply all the hot
water you need for showers, dishes, laundry, etc. Fully-automatic controls with
high temperature cutoff for safety.
Corrosion-resistant glass lining for longer
tank life, cleaner water. Choose electric,
natural or LP gas model.

ELECTRIC Water Heaters
amailti ear
ONNING*WARE Corolla
-Pc. DINNERWARE SET

22.88

amazing mater;,-,, that reflects the look, feel and
g of china but resists chipping and scratching
Goes from refrigerator, to oven, to table. Incl. 4 setings of dinner plates, dessert plates, bowls,
Ole in open stock
an saucers-AV
eking'
cups,
••••ct
•

Fast heating immersion elements apply
heal directly. Needs no special vents or
chimney. High and low speed recovery.
4500W-or 1500/1000W 52-ga1 GI1/52S/R5D
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Right To Budget Information Reaffirmed By Attorney General
questioning or bother.
The latest advice said the
Boyle County judge cannot by
himself restrict the right of a
resident to question that
county's budget.
The opinion went to
Commonwealth's Atty. James
Barnett, who asked for it on
behalf of Robert A. Geis

'FRANKFORT, Ky. AP1—
Tbe right of citizens'to obtain
information .on the budget
from their county officials has
been reaffirmed by the
attorney general's office.
At the same time, an opinion
Tuesday stressed that fiscal
courts should be able to
without undue
function

gm

lammetaineir

concerning his privilege oi
petitioning the fiscal court in
connection with the budget.
Barnett specifically asked if
the judge could curtail this
right and Asst. Atty. Gen.
Charles Runyan said •*no."
But he added that fiscal
court can delegate to the
county judge the task of
OM

NM=

IMM

communicating or publishing
the budget meeting notice and
can require citizens to submit
data on the names of
petitioners, the organization
represented and the portions
to be discussed.
"While this statute suggests
democracy in action, it is
apparent that the legislature

intended, in order for the
fiscal court to do its job, that
the public's discussion or the
budget be kept within
reasoqable,r b5unds," Runyan
said.
-There must be a proper
balancing of the private right
to question and the public's
necessity for the orderly work

of fiscal court."
William
Runyan told
Howard, a Harlan attorney,
that bonds relating, to
industrial buildings for cities
and counties are not a debt of
the county Within the meaning
of the Kentucky Constitution.
He pointed out that a statute
specifies the bonds shall be
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

Close Out...Tico Tool Reg.6.49
0
Oiler $15
Shotgun Cleaner &Close
Out special II

Special
L
For Bass, Sauger

or Stripe Bass $

Value 2.39

I

$

50

Tussy
Creme
Deodorant

•

Tussy
Deodorant

2 oz. Jar
Reg.79t

494
$249

Sale

11
.

•—
inUSOI
I•1.

Medic Isopropyl
Rubbing Alcoholand

Altle1144
144.,1

28'

Oil of Olay
Beauty Lotion

Sale

.111111.11/••

Anusal
Suppositories

4 oz. bottle

Relieves hemorrhoidal pain and burning in minutes
Box of 24

Pringles Potato Chips
Choice of regular
or new ripple twin pack

Sale

4710
PRinaet
'mos

69"

For Baby and You
10 oz Bottle

Sale $1 39

Gillette
Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant
New Power Pump
Regular or Unscneted
Non-Aerosol 3oz.

$229
SalE

Sale

Protein 21
Hair Spray

Wilkinson II
Twin Blade
Cartridges

Choice of regular, extra
hold, unscented -13 oz. can

Sale

5 Blades

99'

69'

High potency iron
and vitamin tonic -40
tablets

Sale $198

Cover Girl
Liquid Make-Up
Sale Your Choice
or
Pressed Powder $129
AssortedShades

Jeans

Seem Free
Shaped Cups, Stretch
Straps for that snug
perfect fit.

Reg. 1.99

it/Stan/.

1111114)01

Conditioning Shampoo,
washes in shine and
body - regular or oily -8
oz.

Olin W.I..

-,1

Liberty, Wrangler
Campus, Big Yank

e

1/3

off

Sizes 28-38
Now$II 66

Men's
Five-Brother

Slacks

Pants
Work Fortril

100% Polyester
Wash IL Wear
Reg. 8.99

Now

50%
Polyester, 50%
Cotton, Olive or
Grey.
Sizes 29 to SO
Shirts To Match

$500

Sizes 8-18

..r
9
$81

Large Selection
Ladies

Hand Bags

Wella
Balsam

Assorted Styles
& Colors

40% Off

•

NeedleCrafts

% off
20
f Quick Point Pillow Kits
Stichery Kits
-' Afghan Kits

Sale

AL.

Geritol Tablets

Special Group
Men's Prewashed

Young Teen
Bras

99'

••••no•re.

Sale

$597 lit $577

Ladies

139'

Sale

House & Trailer Sizes
S Colors to choose from
9.00 Value

$9899 Celebrity

Johnson's
Baby Oil

Regular or Herbal
10 oz.

Air
Sprayer

Thick Rugged
body-engine
L chassis guaranteed
by East Side
Small Engine
Sells Elsewhere
For 137.00

Regular or Mint Flavored
Family Size 6.4 oz. Tube

Vaseline
Intensive Care
Lotion

Rubbing
for
Massaging - 16 oi.
plastic bottle

Sale

69'

C apin
Compressed

Regular or
Heavy Duty
Available At
DISCOUNT PRICES! 11/2 gal. -$1997
Self Propelled
Toilet
22",31/2 H.P.
Seats
Lawn
By
Magestic
Mower

Close Up
Toothpaste

1

Prices Good through Sunday

Wood Handles$477
—For Hedge or Grass
Metal Handles$927

Eveready
Lantern Batteries

$347 I

Sale

Hedge Shears

Fresh Supply
s of

6" Diameter
2"Deep
/
11
For Campers - R.V. Vehicles
Mobile Homes
Mounts On Wall or Ceiling

Special

True-Temper
American
Made

Reg. 97'

Reg.
51.99

$299

$1 17

sr

17

12 Volt

Universal
Vinyl
Gun Case

$757

Steel Craft Guaranteed

each

Model
•754F

Personal experience. It works & saves
time. 7" applicator, 3" foam brush,
sash painter, paint edger.

Pliers

Interior
Light

Berkley Ski Tow
Hardwood Handles
1200 Lb. Test Strength
With Float.
Reg. 4.49

9r

Bring in your reel this weekend and we will
fill it up with your choice of 10-12-14-17 or
20 lb. Stren. Tritons or Royal Bonny{ Line. Per
100 yd. fill up.

Painting Kit

6"
Slip Joint

Lawn
Mower
Mufflers

Nt• Line Fill Up

69
ea.

9" - $2.00 Value -

Brown & Olive
Drab & Black
—Remember Deer Season —
13 oz. Spray Bomb -

SMALL DIAMF1111

Wiggle Wad
Deep Diving
Trolling Lure

7" - $1.50 Value -974

Paint
For
Camouflage

ROYAL
BONNYLcb-

Now In Stock!

Roller -

Tires
Available At
Uncle Jeff's

AN

_a — Is sill
II • 11

He advised Perry County
paid solely from revenue
Robert Ken Terry that'
Sheriff
derived from the building.
the sheriff, starting in 1978,
If industrial bonds were will have the same duties in
county obligations and would connection with the new
than district court as he now has
more
encompass
available revenues,two-thirds with the circuit court—id
of a county's voters would will receive the same
for such
have to approve them, compensation
Runyan noted.
services.

ExciLin-

.•

Boys
Duckheod

RI

Overalls
Sizes 04-

Excedrin
the extta strength

paitY reliever
100 tablets

099

Sizes 1-10- $1
Sizes 12-16 -

sale

Triple Guard
• Seams - Sweforized

Boys & Girls
Dress L Casual

Shoes
40% off

, Save Now For Bed To School!

111 ANIV•WANWW•Viefise•I'AIV.W.V.V.Wes .".".".".%50107m"."."-"in"•" "m"
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301INSONV
SUPER MARKET

Hours:
7-9 Mon.-Sat.
fl12-6:30 Sun.

PoTelv
tII
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

Prices Good
Through Aug:,9

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Owned& Operated By Charles Johnson

Frosty
Acres

Broccoli
80. Spears

3/1

Y4 PORK LOIN

Frosty Acres 12 oz.
$709
lb

ORANGE JUICE 49C

Jet Puff - 1601.

Center Cut

PORK CHOPS.......
WIENERS

49
lb. $7

MARSHMALLOWS..49°
DONUTS
LIMAS
79
PIZZA
41a90
BEANS
*PRODUCE*
ONIONS
4fir
PEAS
lb 10°
69 CABBAGE
PICKLES
We Have Fresh
SHELLED BEANS & PEAS
16035
APPLESAUCE
CORN
GREEN BEANS
CANDY BARS...6/i°° Zit:IMES
CHARCOAL ...Brickets50.690
BEANS
151
/20.29° HONEY
Stokely Ford Hook

Fields Reg. or All Beef

lb

Fields Sliced

BOLOGNA

*FROZEN FOODS*

Frosty Acres

89°
85P

lb

Fields

14 oz.79

303 can

Fox' Deluxe Cheese-Pepperoni-lissmburger-Sausoge

Showboat Pork L

13/
1
2oz.

300 size

Pride of Illinois June

$/09

SAUSAGE

lb

303 can 29

3 lb

Rainbow Whole Sweet

12 oz.

$109

SPAM

22 oz.

Lucky Leaf

Hormel Tender

63/40z
49°
$219
159

CHUNK HAM
TUMBLERS..
Plastic Drinking

. 10oz. - 16 ct

Milk Maid Self-Rising

FLOUR
PAMPERS

25 lb.

Toddlers

12 ct.

Green Giant Niblet

Del Monte Cut

12013/$700

Nestle Regular Size Bars

5 t060z 3/$7
°°

Rickman

Pure

Joan of Arc Kidney

$
/
5
7

2 lb.

U.S. No. 1 Red

Godchaux

SUGAR

fir

POTATOES

lb.
Hunts

inb. Bag

Big John

PEACHES .

29 01
•5
7
°

BEANS

20 1/4 oz.

16 oz.-8 Bottle Ctn.

'ccyt.aeiaziir=ise6

Pepsi or
7-Up

Johnson's Coupon
'4:9
7

Folger's

COFFEE
q lb. can

30'

Plus bottles
or

115

Off the Regular

deposit
$

Price
Limit 1 Per Customer
Fxpires 8-16-n

• air

"----""•”••

-ter-

,
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Clerk Doesn't Miss Day

* Easy Terms

*free Delivery

t/-)
- 4)

On Job During 26 Years
By BILL POWELL
Courier-Journal Staff Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Cleo N.
Apperson said he sometimes
"felt poorly, but never bad
enough not to go to- work."
So yesterday, when Apperson reported for the last
time to his desk as Mayfield
city clerk his record showed
he had done so on at least 8,058
consecutive workdays.
Apperson, 73, served 26
years and four months as
clerk of this Western Ken-

CLEO N. APPERSON
tucky city of about 11,000
people.
Besides not missing a workday, Apperson never took a
vacation.- He 'also worked
several times on Labor Day
while
other
city
administrative offices were
closed.
However, he doesn't recall
ever working on a Christmas,
New Year's Day, Memorial
Day, Fourth of July or
Thanksgiving, the other,
holidays he had coming to
him.
Apperson didn't even have
to go to work yesterday. He
announced his retirement July
26 to be effective at the end of
the month. But he wanted to
make a final clean-up check of
his desk and to say good-by to
city employees who had not
been on duty when he wound
up his last full day Friday. _
Saying good-by wasn't easy.
By the time he had finished
making his rounds, with his
old office as the final stop, he
was too choked up to say
anything.
Later, Apperson said he
calculated his consecutive
workday record on the basis of
six days a week, because he
always reported for a half-day
on Saturday, and deducted six
holidays a year.
In the worst winter weather,
Apperson always made it to
the office, usually on time.
recalls
However, he
working "all Labor Days
during the early years." And
his service record shows him
beginning work April I, 1951,
when he actually accepted the
position in mid-March and
was on duty some time during
that month.
Apperson said he was not
trying to set a record.
"I went to work every day
because I didn't have a reason
not to, and, besides, With just
two of us in the office, there
was plenty to do."
Mrs. Robert L. Byars, who
served the last 5'
,
2 years as
assistant clerk, has succeeded
Appersoin Mrs. Jerry Steele is
the secretary in the office.
The office handles all the
city's financial matters, including payrolls for its employees, including the 40
police officers and 40 firemen.
It also collects city and school
taxes.
Apperson said he also has
been called on for day-to-day

Check Our
Prices

On
Special Photo
Packages
Call

WILSON
WOOLLEY
Photography

753-7360
304 Main Street

problems dealing with streets
and other facilities. He said
state and federal regulations
have greatly increased the
workload of the office during
the last few years.
Appersce.,5 wife, Mary
Kate, worked 22 years in the
Graves Circuit CoOrt clerk's
office. She missed only two
days of work and never took a
vacation.
"We never could work out
our vacations at the same
time, so we just passed them
up," Apperson said. "Besides
that, I don't know when it was
ever so I could have been off
any length of time."
Apperson's father, ‘114,1,_,and .,
Mrs. Apperson's mother.i.‘;
B. K. Kennedy, died in the last
21 years. But the deaths and
funeral services were when
Apperson was not supposed to
be on duty.
Working steadily was
nothing new to Apperson when
he became city clerk. He
operated a service station 22
years, seven days a week, and
was absent only three days
because of the flu.
During the 22 years, two of
the three Apperson children —
Walter,44, Murray newspaper
publisher, and William, 46, a
minister in Mississippi -were born. But they were born
at night and their father went
to the service station as usual
the next day.
(Their daughter, Mrs.
Harold St. Aubin, 'lives in
Maryland. She was born
before Apperson
began
working in the service
jtation.1
Apperson, a Graves County
native, held his first regular
job as a baker for six years
without missing a workday.
Between his service station
and city clerk careers, Apperson worked two years at a
service station in Micigan
where he didn't miss day's
work either.
Mayfield city employees
and other friends gave Apperson a retirement party
July 27, on his 73rd birthday..
He received several gifts and
citations. Apperson won the
Mayfield Distinguished
Service Award for citizenship
in 1969 and was adjudged
"Boss of the Year" by
Mayfield National Secretaries
Association last year.
Apperson is an elder and
Sunday School teacher at
Mayfield's First Christian
Church. He has missed only
thrge teaching sessions in 26
years. He also is a lay radio
speaker for his church each
fourth Sunday and has not
missed a turn since he began
three years ago.
Now that Apperson has
retired, he and his wife didn't
lose any time starting a
vacation. Three hours after he
left the office,they were on the
road.

Marine Lance Corporal
Donald P. Frangenberg,
whose wife Cynthia is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Crittendon of Route 7, Box 408,
Murray, has departed for an
extended deployment in the
Western Pacific.
He is serving as a member'
of Battalion Landing Team
Three Slant Nine (B1.1' 379),
homebased on Okinawa.
Alis unit is the ground
element of a Marine Arnphibious Unit (MAU). A MAU
is the force-in-readiness for
the U.S. Seventh Fleet; on-call
to project combined airground forces ashore, if
required.
As a part of the cruise, BI.T'
3-9 is scheduled to conduct
training exercises at Camp
Fuji, Japan.
He joined the Marine Corps
in June 1975.
One square inch is equivalent
to 6.451 square centirneters in
the metric system.

Free for the Asking!

1 - Jasper Secretary, locking
desk compartment, green
with gold striping

REG.

1 - Oak Gossip Bench, Keepcollection

199"

1 - Bassett Oak Hall Tree
with drawer & hat hooks

349"

1 - Bassett oak corner china,
lighted, glass doors, drawer
base
1 - National cherry, three
drawer chest marblelite top
2 - Temple-Stewart stacking
bookcases,
lighted,
decorated doors at base,
glass shelves, maple and
mustard (each)
1 - Bernhardt
yellow, door base

SALE

'/2

399"
249"

1 - Antique maple low-boy
desk, three drawers
1 - Bernhardt oak etergere,
desk comportment
1 - Ice-Box credenza with
oval mirror ant. pine
1 - Five pc. set Mammary
French Pray. Cherry (2 cornmodes, 2 bunching cocktails,
1 nest)
•
1 - Hickory chair mhgy Queen
Ann silver chest
1 - Henredon English end
table, one drawer, oak
1 - Three pc. oak group,
American of Martinsville
tables (1 commode, 1 end, 1
glass top cocktail)

Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

269"

2 - Silvercraft quilted floral,
rose, blue green & gold
(each)

199"

2 - Marimont Red Velvet
swivel rocker

269'

1 • Imported French arm
chair, cone bock

199

279"

2 - Marimont lounge chairs,
loose-pillow bock, gold waffle
velvet (each)

399"
299'

299'5

1 - Silvercraft tall-back gold
velvet with bronze welts,
decorative skirt

349"

lip

2 - Marimont white crewel
country French

299"

269"

2 - Silvercraft brown velvet
with white contrasting welts

299'

2 - Fairfield wings, blue floral
stripe damask

219'5

139'

Jamison Extra Firm

610"

299"

1 - Oak server, formica top,
carved panel doors

299"

'/2
'/2

Mattress &
Box Springs
Both Pcs. Reg.$259"

1 - Simmons queen size, beige
Herculon tweed

REG.

DINING ROOM

799'

1 - Marimont, queen size
Lawson arm, white, copper &
gold floral

799'

American of Martinsville
Trestle table, slightly
damaged,6 chairs

REG.

8 Pc. Bassett Early American
maple round table formica
top, hutch, 6 chairs

SALE.

1699"

2295x 1499

169995

2195°
'

2250'

799.`

1050"

4

1 - Kroehler tuxedo nylon
velvet abstract design, blue,
brown, & coral

499

1 • Marimont brown, gold &
copper stripe velvet

699'

1 - White Crewel multi.
cushion, single seat construction, tuxedo

699'

1 - Marimont olive, white 8.
gold stripe

699"

1 - Globe, crescent shaped,
wood trim, beige, brown &
copper tapestry

899"

1 -"Loose pillow back, gold
Herculon, cop arm

599"

1 - Marimont olive green corduroy, multi-pillow back

599"

1 - Tuxedo brown, orange
gold striped Herculon

599"

1 - Marimont, gold tuxedo
strip velvet

699"

1 - Kroehler modern, camel
nylon velvet with arm
cushions

599"

1 - Kroheler 2 pc forty
American gold & orange
nylon tweed

799"

1 - Kroehler Early American
wing back Herculon, yellow,
copper 8. white

499"

1 - Fairfield tufted back saddle vinyl, tuxedo style

499"

Marimont queen size
1
modern design, blue L beige
stripe
1 - Simmons queen size, beige
white, yellow Herculon

599"

1 - Jamison queen size Early
American wood-trim wing,
bronze gold tweed

599"

1 • Jamison queen size Early
American wing, green plaid
Herculon

499"

1 - Jamison queen size
tuxedo style blue, gold &
beige Herculon

1/
i2

69995

599"

1 - Marimont queen size
Lawson, olive S. gold floral
cut- velvet

799'

1 Jamison queen size bro
velvet

5494'
•

tali,

/
12

1/2

1/
2

SALE

BEDROOM
4 Pc. Bassett Oak, nostalgic
design queen size poster bed,
dresser with mirror, nite
stand, chest on chest

799"

1/2

/
1
2

REG. 1320" I

499'

• 1.

me.r

599°

with 2 bookcase tops, dresser with mirror,
2 bachelor chests, nits stand,
foot chest and headboard

599'

1 - Marimont queen size
tuxedo style, brown, gold &
blue floral cotton

9 Pc. Singer Oak Shaker
grouping, china drop-leaf
oval table, server and six
Windsor chairs, Pewter hardware

1 - Contemporary Stripe,
yellow green & orange single
seat cushion

Boys Room Grouping

SLEEPERS
1 - Jamison queen size nylon
floral, orange, brown L green

8 pc Thomasville French
Provencial china with glass
shelves, oval table, 2 can
back arm chairs, 4 sides

599"

9 Pc. Burlington Oak

1•9995

2'PRICE
1/

8 Pc. American Drew cherry
Queen Ann, large lighted
china, oval table, 2 arm, 4
side choirs

1 - Marimont Shrimp colored
velvet, multi-cushion bock

/
1
2

269"

Lan* & Accessories

8 Pc. Bernhardt French
Provencial oak with lighted
china, pedestal table, 2 arm
chairs, 4 side choirs

/
1
2

199"

2- Marimont low back nylon,
gold & bronze floral (each)

349'

/
12

199"

2 Marimont French Wings,
gold floral nylon tpaestry
(each)

249"

1 - American of Martinsville
antique white curio, yellow
striping, lighted case

1 - American of Martinsville,
pecan console, crown glass,
lighted

199"

1 - Marimont low back, Pum•
pkin colored waffle velvet

279"

1/2

169"

1 - Marimont red corduroy
wing
2 - Silvercraft blue velvet
with white welt(each)

bookcase

1 - Pine curio-cabinet, glass
shelves, lighted, closed base

1/
2

299

2 • Marimont slope arm
salamis, blue, & gold striped
velvet(each)

449"

SALE

REG.

1 - Queen Ann wing, aqua
nylon floral

399"

write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

All Items
Subject To Prior Sale

This is only a partial listing of the hundreds of outstanding buys you will find
in sofas, chairs, bedrooms, dining room suites and occasional pieces.
CHAIRS REG. SALE
SOFAS
MISC.ITEMS

Large Selection

Tour In Pacific

Sale Starts 9:00 Thursday

Open til 9:00 Thursday & Friday Nights

Husband Of Local
Girl On Extended

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

4499
'
34995
4999
'
49995
3999"

REG.

SALE

1340"

4 Pc. Dixie grouping, yellow
8. white bamboo design,
triple dresser with mirror,
cone headboard, chest and
nite stand

900'

3 Pc. Henredon pecan contemporary grouping, cane
headboard, triple dresser
with twin mirrors, armoire
type chest

1618°'

'/2

3 Pc. pine, hutch mirror,
dresser, headboard, chest on
chest

1019"

69995

4 Pc. American of Martinsville solid oak, armoire
chest, triple dresser with
mirror, headboard and nite
stand

1019°'

5999
'

4 Pc. Dixie 18th Century
mhgy poster bed, large
dresser with mirror, chest
and commode nite stand

1249'

7999
'

3 Pc. solid cherry grouping,
triple dresser with mirror,
chest on chest, with choice of
poster or cannonball bed

1249r

7999
'

,.,411100r1

nABE ou

COOKINd—CORNER

Self-Sufficiency Five Year Goal
By ANN UDDBERG
Bob. Stogner is a Murray
State University. Alumni who
decided that he'd prefer to live
in Murray rather than his
native Louisville. During his
student days he barbered at
the Varsity Barber Shop C63"68). In -June of 1976 he
returned and opened his own
shop "Headquarters" at 12th
and Story, where . he is a
unisex hair stylist who
specializes in precision
fashion cuts. His clientele is
about 64 per cent women and '
35 per cent men.
Bob brought his wife
Debbie, children Michael,
10'2, Donnis, 6'2, and Sean, 4,
with him to a home between
Murray and Lynn Grove..The
home specializes in fresh air,
lots of running room, a huge
70' x 100' garden, and a black
cat named Judas. Their first
summer gardening project
was of necessity limited
because Bob was in the midst
of starting a business and
doing most of the remodeling
of his shop by himself after
regular hours.
Also, they moved late in the
spring, missing the best
planting time. All things
: considered they did have a
nice size garden because Bob

found it very relaxing to come
home and work outside in the
garden, even if it meant
working -by flashlight. Debbie
learned to can and -freeze the
bounty by reading books,
consulting neighbors, and
trying to remember what her
Grandmother did.
During the winter the family
had their own produce about
three or four times a week.
The taste and appearance of
Debbie's efforts was so much
better than commercial
products that they decided
this year that they would try
more products and extend the
garden. Bob was also quite
impressed with the monthly
food budget which was aided
considerably by using the
garden produce all year long.
This .year Bob started
planting in March and by May
the family was enjoying a
bumper crop of squash.
Debbie started devising a
number of new ways of
presenting squash. to her
family. Bob planted the
squash in rows 36" apart instead of the traditional hills.
Bob and Debbie became intrigued with the idea of
producing their own food from
rea'ding "Mother Earth
Magazine"- 'which gives

Six-Ring Circus. Whimsical wooden animals do their
-napkin bolding tricks from breakfast to dinner.
Elephant, Lion, Hippo, Giraffe, Monkey and Kangaroo
and many others -- all handcrafted from solid black
walnut. Set of 6 $15.00

r
The Paciwe).&ndindle
Center
TREAS BUILDING CENTER

penal)C--ceAe_•61}

Now

AUTHORIZED DEALER

C6.416 ANC. lAva

alp (-10
of,
WM-1

THE GLOUCESTER.
„Custom-made table abuts built-in dishwasher which is angled out
into 14 by 11 room. Note diagonal wall cabinet which open.; from
either side. Storage space is plentiful and baking center on opposite
wall adds functional touch

11t14 P1-7

open up the creative world of
kitchens designed with a flair
with the '.'My Dream Kikhen
Portfolio " Dozens of ideas, just
like the kitchen pictured here.
await you in the Portfolio It'll
make the job of working with
kitchen
professional
your
specialist a pleasant, fruitful
experience. Fill out (he coupon
below for your Portfolio
4.----

A lidferent
Kitchen
Featured
Each Week

'I t•••I .i
• MY °IMAM KITCUEM PORTFO1.i0
6. Pages 32 D.tteren,
IIIs'raed
NAME

ADO0E

(kr(

'

1Dt. ICO

ZIP
ENCLOSE S2 00 PCLIS SO. 500 ..ANOL.NG

Pm.
SI

reports and information on
gardening, and do-it-yourself
projects. Initally they started
doing window box gardening
and used lots of flower pots.
They had good luck and felt
better about knowing where
and how their food was grown
and how long it had been
harvested.

When Bob is not busy at his
shop, or working on the
garden he can be found
hunting whatever game-is in
season. Son Michael likes to go
frog hunting with his dad.
They catch fresh frog legs for
the dinner table with a
homemade gig. They both like
to go fishing for bass and
crappie. When it is time to
As their interest developed, hunt squirrel Judas, the cat,
their gardening ventures joins
them.
succeeded, and they decided
Last year Bob and Debbie
Murray was an ideal place in
bagged a deer. With the expert
which to raise their children, help of
Skip Nance the deer
they invested in a 2'7 acre
dressed out at 93-94 pounds
mini-farm on Overbey Road. and
provided many wonderful
The farm house has suffered meals
throughout the winter.
fire damage and Bob and
Fortunately, Debbie a city
decide
Debbie are trying to
bred girl, has a talent for
whether to repair or start a
preparing wild game. She
new home from scratch. They
seems to know instinctively
do plan to start a small or- how to prepare it. This
chard of fruit trees there next
delights her family, who as a
spring. Bob is seriously
result eat very well.
looking into beekeeping as a
The Stogner's emphasize to
hobby that will ultimately
their children the value of
benefit the family.
good nutrition and are

Salute The Guard Month
Proclaimed By Governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. cited the end of the military
Julian M. Carroll today draft and a relatively low
proclaimed August as "Salute unemployment rate as prime
the Guard Month" and noted considerations.
"For the past couple of
hisaconcern for the strength of
the Kentucky National Guarc41 years we've been losing many
"Whether responding -hiir—ortheiseople-who- joined.thetornado, a civil disturbance, Guarciduniff the Vietnain Fri
or a flood, the. Guard has to ;avoid the draft," he said,
always provided an effective, "and we're working to replace
dedicated response, the those people with individuals
governor .said the people of who have a genuine desire to
Kentucky need a strong serve while learning a skill
National Guard and I am and contributing to society.
giving this recruiting cam- We have a lot to offer any
young man or woman."
paign my full support."
Lt. Col. Armando-J. Alfaro,
The proclamation kicks off a__
month-long recruiting cam- the state recruiting and
paign designed to bring the retention officer, explained
Army and Air Guard units to than an extensive public
their authorized strength. awareness campaign will
Currently, the Army Guard is complement the recruiting
about 950 people short of the effort.
"We have many benefits to
6,143 authorized, while the Air
Guard lacks about 70 of its offer," Alfaro said, "and PO
we make people aware of our
1,018 authorization.
financial
and
Kentucky Adjutant General training
Richard L. l'rymire said that benefits, our recruiting
units must improve their naturally picks Up."
Membership in the Kenstrength if they are to meet
their federal and state tucky Guard is open to both
missions adequately and men and women and both to
warned that some cities could individuals who have served
lose their units if they' can't on- active duty with any
prove their ability to support branch of the military and to
those with no service. Those
them.
Some of the cities with with prior service require no
serious- strength problems additional basic training.
Louisville,
Benefits include up to 50 per
include
Elizabethtown, Harrodsburg, cent-tuition- for students at
Ravenna, Owensboro, and state-supported universities.
technical and vocational
Frankfort.
The shortage of more than schools; state license plates
1,000 people represents a loss for a one-time $25 fee; and
of federal funds coming into good pay for one weekend per
the state of at least $1 million month and two weeks during
annually, since the average the summer.
Guard officials said that
Guardsman earns more than
complete information is
$1,000 per year.
Frymire explained that available at ,all armories
several factol-s have con- around the state and at the Air
recruiting Guard headquarters at
tributed - to
problems in recent years. He Louisville's Standiford Field.

excellent
themselves
examples. The c,hildren
ak%ays have good dental
check-ups and the entire
Itinily is in excellent health.
They do not eat candy, junk
food, nor (lb convenience foods
make it to the family table.
Debbie has turned into an
excellent baker and produces
lots of homemade bread, rolls,
and biscuts.
It was difficult for Bob and
Debbie to come up with
precise recipes for us because
they improvise a great deal
with what is at hand on a
particular day. Debbie likes to
try. new things, but rarely .
writes down what she has
done. Bob and the children
have to remind her to try their
favorites again. We do hope
ou enjoy the ones they have
selected utilizing all the fresh
produce now available.
CHICKEN BAKED SQUASH
-serves 8
3 c. cubed summer squash
2 T. butter
can undiluted condensed
cream of chicken soup
1 2 c. chopped pecans
2 T. chopped pimento
c. fresh bread croutons L.
incksquare
4.-Trmelted butter
Layer Squash, bits of butter,
2
/
soup, nuts and pimento in 11
quart casserole. Or all
ingredients except bread may
be mixed together in casserole
dish. Top with croutons and
melteihilffer tossed together. -Bake, uncovered 50min...At 315
deilrees.
PEACH PICKLES'
-yield 5 quarts
3 c.: vinegar
6 c. sugar
I T. whole allspice
c. water
2 sticks cinnamon
I t. whole cloves
50 med. sized peaches:—
Add vinegar, sugar, water
and spices. Boil aliout.5
minutes. Drop in a few
peaches and cook until tender,
make sure syruji covers
peaches completely. After all
the peaches are cooked in this
manner, return them to the
syrup and let stand overnight.
Remove peaches once again.
Bring syrup to a good hard

--

Photo by tack Uddberg

BRINE DILL PICKLES
boil and drop in a CV- peaches
Heat together to boiling
at a time leaving just- long
enough to heat. through. Put
peaches in jars and cover with 10 c. water
syrup and seal while hot. A 1 c. vinegar
quart jar generally holds 34 c. canning salt
2 t. Alum
1
about 10 med. sized pickles. /
Place in each canning jar:
DILL PICKLES
1 clove garlic
-1 Quart
Fress dill to taste or 1 t. dill
2 T. salt
seed cucumbers10fill
_
clove of
Pour boiling mixture into
I small ho( pepper
filled jars. Heat lids and cap
1 c. vinegar
jars.
14 t. powdered alum
GARDEN PRODUCE
cucumbers to fill jar
WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE
fresh dill to taste
Put dill in jar.. Pack I can mushroom soup diluted
cucumbers tightly into jar. with a bit of milk
Mix other ingredients and add Fresh or frozen spinach,
to jar. Fill remainder of space squash, Kale, or whatever you
- water and have -Oft ttOftd.
in jar withseal. Turn jar upside down Parmesan Cheese
Mix soup, vegetable, salt &
overnight. If it leaks. reseal.
KATHY DOWDY'S
pepper to taste. Top with

grated cheese. Cover with
foil. Bake in 400 degrees oven
about 45- minutes or until
vegetable is done. Remove foil
and brown cheese. Serve at
once.
ORANGE SAUCE
GLAZE FOR GOOSE
Frozen Orange Juice concentrate
Cornstarch
_ _ _ .„__
Water
Orange Zest
Cook above ingredients
together until it thickens and
becomes transparent. If it
becomes too thick add more
water, too thin add more
cornstarch. Baste goose with
mixture when goose is almost
finished" --cooking.- -Baste
Serve
times.
several
mixture
of
remainder
separately as sauce.
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NEW RATES
For

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Effective Aug. 1, 1977

Mailing Subscribers
Only

Emergency Preparedness
Training Program Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky. — More finishers. Prizes have been
emergency donated by Excepticon. of
500
than
preparedness representatives Dawson Springs, to show their
from about 22 western Ken- appreciation to the Wills for
tucky counties are expected to past assistance in locating
participate in a training missing individuals.
The groups will also be
program at Lake Barkley
Aug. 6-7. The event is spon- hoping to avoid. winning
sored by the state Division of "Myrtle the Turtle," acDisaster and Emergency cording to Livingston Campbell, DES area coordinator.
Services.
This year's gathering will The porcelain "turtle" is
feature one day of radiological given annually to the county
training and will qualify many organization earning fev‘est:
of the participants as points in competition.
Last year Hickman County,
radiological monitors. Those
taking part in the program in its first year of competition,
will gain practical experience earned the dubious award.
with monitoring equipment. while Marshall County won
Sunday's activities will the top honors.
begin with a relWaus service
at 8 a.m., forhieff by a
comprehensive search and
MISS YOUR PAPER?
rescue exercise. Units. from
hoe so
Selosalben
each county will compete with
hoopo4folivorof
received
their
one another throughout the
tory of The lawny Lethof
, day and points will be
Toles by S:311 p.
awarded for proficiency at
va
Friday er by. 3311 p.
various tasks.
Satoileys we egged te
will
exercise
A "dragging"
751916 between 5:30 p e
also be conducted Sunday,
old 6 p. es.. Illeeiley-Frido
with rescue squads testing
Sr 1/11p. o. Oki 4 p. a
their ability to locate targets
Wore debtor
laterdsys,
dropped into the lake.
if We newspoper. Cells met
Other exercises will also
be plead by 6 p.m. volt
test the skills of the pardays er 4p. si. fetwilyi
ticipants, with prizes and
w--.-.lee delivery.
plaques.- the top .

INSPECT GARDEN—Bob and Debbie Stogner check the okra crop which is almost
ready to harvest from their garden. The Stogner's grow a variety of vegetables each
year which they either prepare fresh, can or freeze.

9 Months for

$2495

For More Information Contact
Ted Delany, Circulation Mgr.

753-1916
Mi!iiray
Ledger & Times
-
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SAVE THE EASY Ay
JUST SHOP THESE FOOD
SPECIALS I

Kraft
French
Dressing
2for$1°°
/•••••••••••••••••

Prices Good Thurs., Aug. 4 thru Wed., Aug. 10

Godthaux
Cane
Pure

Dove
Soap
3 $100

Bat% Size
Oil our
caisson lielow

IL/00410f

Aim
Toothpaste
or.
6.4

oz.

save 30'

for

429

•••••••••••••••••
5 lb. bog
save 20'

PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp
Lettuce
Red Cardinal
Grapes
Sunkist _
Lemons
u.S. No. 1 Red

•
Super
•
•
•
• Value
•
• TV
•
ThisWinner:
Week's Trellis McCuiston • Bread •Morton
•
Dinners
•
29'• Kraft
•
•
•
Ever Fresh Glazed
•
•
Cheese
•
Donuts
69'• Slices
$100
•
•
••••••••••••••••••
Frosty Acres Shoestring
•
Kelly
•
Kelly Vienna
Potatoes
59'•
Potted •Frosty Acres Chuckwagon
2'
•
Sausage
Meats :Steaks
AMERICAN

•
•

Cash Give Away

•
•
•

Register each time you
are in the store for the
S100given away each week

— (Cliches, Turkey, Beef, Salsbury Steak, lAsma leaf

•

large head

lb.

1 doz. cello bag

Pkg.
Sets
10'

Save 17

Jun' Pies5

5 oz. Save

•

f. sioo

Heinz Kosher

Dill Sticks

•ar •••••••••••••••I

30'

Whole Only lb.
Field Boneless
Field Pork •
•
Picnics Sausage9•

Field Worthmore Sliced
12

oz. pkg.
- Fresh Water

Fabric
Softener

$189

ir Staid

(
99
lb. 89`
lb. 894

Steaks

lb. 394

$I°9

from

3

@nation

COUPON

00

pove
Soap
Bath Size
with this teepee

for1

Offer Expires 8-10-7;

•

Downtown Shopping Center
41.

Creed Osly et Porter's

*1945

79'
COUPON
free
cger
OfIU
1 lb. con
with this

c
Offer Expire717.77

Oaly At Porkers V4,r,rk.'911Ih

ur •ua sty... ou ant eat I ur • rice

We Accept U.S.
• Government
Food Stomps

.
.
"
•441..11111

32 is. San 12'

-'

/

3 bars '$1°°

HomeandOwned
Home
Joe M.andOperated
Parker
SammyOwners
Joe Porker

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

...eselicwiestaammielle11111

s.2511

30's
Reg. 98'
Save 19'

lb.

"14 You Matc

•

100!.

Tablets
NOON
forfiw."10"1"

Save 47'

(
lb.19

, "

Anacin

skeil- acc Slender
s
f,
e
10 oz.

lb.

/12
3:6:.$1°°

Wagner
Orange
Juice

Sta Puf
Liquid

91 or. Sere/Ir

•

Apple
Sauce

Save Yr

save '.1e'

•
•

1 lb. bag

4,

cons

Gov't. Inspected

•
•

59'
694

L°
O

Peas Al
3
Steak
900 Sauce

4
•

Breast
Legs
Thighs
Wings
Backs & Necks

Musselman's

Del-Monte
June Early

•

lb.

79'

•••••••••••••••••••

cams

wit% Our comae. below

24 oz. Seto 20'

con
Fresh Cut
Chicken Pads

12.5 oz. pkg.

5 31 . $100.

Folgers
Coffee

box

1 lb. pkg.

20 oz. bog

•

tour Choicer,dcaertp:lsit
. 1 3i hozbost6 orveest kloit

Bremner's

Fields
Wieners

12 in box

•

59

••••••••••••••••••••

Fryers

11 oz.

.Nily may register..You do not have to be present to win.

10 lb. bag 99•
•

Assorted Flavors

Round Top
Regular Size
Save 17'

eNothing.to lay eNo Cards To Punch eAll You Do Is
•Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed•nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
•
.Employees of Parkers and thew Famines not eligible to win .Adults
,
41

6 or.

Potatoes

I

FROZEN
FOODS

d•••••••••••••40%.

HOURS: -7 4. m.-9

p. m. Mon.-Sat.
elk. mow •a

1
.

• •,•••

al~RIN.• •-• - •4.1111•••-•m•

•
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KAAE To Receive Grant

Observations

The Kentucky Alliance for
Arts Education (KAAE) will
receive a $10,000 grant from
the U. S. Department of
and
Health, Education
Welfare.
Part of the money will be
used in developing a comprehensive arts plan for the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
which will be discussed at two
KAAE meetings scheduled
this month.
The first meeting will be
July 22 in Room 305 in the
Downing University Center at
Western Kentucky University.
this
Persons attending
meeting will have the opportunity to attend a performance of "Spoon River
Anthology" by Edgar Lee
Masters presented by the
Green-Warren
Bowling
County Community Theater
and Western's theater.
The second meeting at
Eastern Kentucky University
will be July 29 in the Gifford
Theater in the Campbell
Building. Those attending this

By Lachie Hart
By Lochie Hart
If the Pasco children do not
get into Heaven, it will not be
.their parents' fault. John and
:his wife, the late Ruth Pasco
promoted Christian living in
:their home, and taught their
.four,sops and a daughter, that
being Christian is one's first
loyalty.
Ruth, whose funeral I attended Friday, was an enthusiastic Christian and this
charm radiated to her.family
and all others who associated
with her. I first knew her when
she attended college here.
Three services at her church
on Sunday was a MUST with
her. She was youth director,
too, without pay. The college
students and teenagers of the
'town were inspired in their
work there.
Ten new bicycle racks - gray
'enameled, with locks, have
been installed in the parking
lot near Regents' and White
Hall.
A half of a whiskey barrel,
filled with red geraniums and
"petunias, occupies the corner
of the yard ,at Twelfth and
Scyamore Streets. There are a
tree and two utility poles that
make the triangle setting. It is
a pleasure,now,to wait for the
red light to change there: It
gives me a chance to observe
the beauty of this appropriate
decoration, and be grateful to
the Frank Daltons who live in
the residence there.
Watching the Moscow
Circus on tv Friday night
brought memories of the night
Irma La Follette and I attended this circus while we
were in Moscow in a round-the
world tour. One of the features
of Moscow was the circus. Our
guide escorted us to pla7ce,
seated us in our reorved
places, and left.
The performance was the
greatest. One did not have to
speak Russian language to
understand the acts. Prettier
and more artistic performers
I never saw. There and many
of the Far East countries,
spectators applaud in unison -

not the hit or miss clapping
and cheering we are used to,
but "one-two-three" all
together. We joined in with,the
style of showing our appreciation.
We left our seats and
returned to the bus when the
show stopped and the guests
began moving about. Our
guide seemed surprised that
we had left at intermission,
and offered to return to the
show with us so we could see
the last half. After considering
the time of night it was, and
the early call for the next
morning, we elected to return
to the hotel.
While talking on the phone
this week, I felt eyes on me.
Looking around for someone
and-no find-I glanced at the
south patio. There staring
through the • glass was a
terrapin. I guess he could not
see me and turned and
traveled eastward. At the
same observation, I saw two
rabbits mighty close to some
edible plants in a bed. There
was a gang fight between the
redbirds and the blue jays
over the tidbits in the feeders.
Squirrels think my yard'
belongs to them. According to
traditional signs, "When
squirrels begin cutting twigs
from trees; in early summer,
it means that an early winter
may be expected," Squirrels
have been stripping a hickory
in my yard for weeks. They
work all day cutting twigs,
• dropping them to the ground,
then dragging them away. I
suppose they are making
homes for the winter.
Johnny Carson wore beige
shoes to match his suit complete in white shirt and tie
in his show Friday night, why
he always wears dark shoes and he is considered a style
trender.
Frank Albert Stubblefield,
former congressman, and
wife, Odessa, returned to their
home here Thursday. He has
been in the Methodist Hospital
in Memphis for weeks and
Odessa has been with him
most of the time. They are in

WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH
FOR THE PFIjksE OF A ROOM

Nt

411‘11111111

4N*49

• FREE
PARKING

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
,Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
('--(-?,•',;.• ,
? telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attraclions. Pets welcome. Fishing, *Alai, Auto/Dog Racing.
ONO
($11a0i Larger units available
VIICAnTel(ON)
poor
SUMMER

their beautiful and comfortable home to rest from
hospital atmosphere. •
Earlier this summer, I
suffered a sprained ankle.
Like others I have heard of, I
jumped from the couch to
answer the telephone. My
right foot had gone to sleep
and when it hit the floor, I fell
sprawling. Since# then, even
though the sprain has healed, I
feel a numbness in that leg
sometimes. I test both feet
now before standing quickly.
One morning last week,I went
to my dressing room, with
sleep still in my eyes, stepped
into slippers, and started to
the kitchen. I felt that weak
angle and the leg dragging. I
knew I had had a stroke or one
was approaching. Still
dragging that foot along, I
finished the meal and
returned to the dressing room
to get ready for the day. When
I stepped out of my slippers. I
discovered that I was wearing
shoes that didn't match, and
my right shoe heel was flat about an inch shorter than the
other. No wonder my foot was
dragging. A good feeling to
knoirr there wa8 no trouble,
physically.

HOSPITAL NEWSjuly 23, 1977
Adults 119
Nursery 6

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Ftabatha Jo Barnhill,
R. 2, Buchanan, Tn., Ms.
Sarah A. Wells, 1204 Main St.,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn S.
Steen, Almo, Lawrence
Martin, P. 0. Box 47, New
Concord, Mrs. Jeanie A.
Harris, R. 3 Grogans Tr. Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Lana S.
Garland, 800 N. 18th St.,
Murray, Jerry L. Hart, R. 5
Box 2315 Forrest Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Gustia K. Adams, 219 S.
13th St., Murray, James M.
Sanderfer, R. 1, Almo,
William T. Downs, R. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Marie S. Atkins,
R. 3 Box 90, Murray, Andrew
Wilson, 803 S. 16th St.,
Murray, Miss Donna R. Andrus, Hardin, Danny Ed
Parrish, R. 1, Almo, Roy H.
Jones, Kirksey, Mrs. Edmona
A. McCuiston, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, George L.
Green, R. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Minta A. Tanner, Murray
Manor Apt. 1-7, Murray, Mrs.
Eva M. Morris, 1612 Loch
Lomond, Murray.

plan

IOUP

•
Tor free color brochure and tntor mat,on note
Dept. 1/730
[ELINOR VILLAGE RESORT
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074

Villa•for the
price of a room

News, Society and
Sports
7531 19 l'8.'
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753/9/6and 753-19/7

i
/I

tr.!130

frame
wk
Address _
Villa for 4
e C.ty. State. 1,p
(110 of 305 units)
.
es .

_

_

—

4 SUBJECT
SNAGLESS SPIRAL

BEGLEY'S

THEME BOOK
as

144 SHEETS

4 %tail
naltrcl,

BACK TO
SCHOOL
VALUES

#05-7478
. FRO MEAD
VINYL PINCHLESS
SUDE RING

BOX OF 48
ASST. COLOR WAX

NOTEBOOK

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

870

SALE ENDS
AUG 8. 1977

DATA CENTER
PLANNING AND FILING

NOTEBOOK

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

I..,gimp.
ROLAIDS

Gillette
RIGHT GUARD
NEW POWER
PUMP - SPRAY

terAA REG OR SPEARMINT
BOTTLE OF 75
ANTACID TABLETS

93C

TOOTHPASTE

80Z BOTTLE
nel"TROPICAL
DARK rAT

AN

BLEND

UCSICIICA

.56

Fool Powder

301

Size

I

CLITTEFi

5 OZ. SIZE

DARK TANNING

OIL

INSECT
REPELLENT

7 OZ. TUBE

2.42

1.44

LIMIT 2

CONTAC
CAPSULES

SIMI

air brufh

QT. CANNING
JARS

SIMILAC

FROM
CLAIROL

CASE OF 8

10 CAPSULES

# AB 3

$1 77

99

16.44

PT. CANNING
JARS

L_
'Netyroree

CASE-OF 8

32 OZ. SIZE

mirror mirror

$156

FROM CLAIROL
RM

LIMIT 6

5.41

12.77

8MM & SUPER 8 MOVIE FILM
OR 20 EXPOSURE SLIDES
PROCESSED FOR ONLY

S1.39

SSKIVI353
ASST. T V
DESIGNS
FAVORITES

Humboldt, Tenn.
•

TOTE BAG STYLE WITH
LOCK FLAP # 062

ICE CREAM
FREEZER

PORTFOLIO

36 EXPOSURE SLIDES
PROCESSED FOR ONLY

ELECTRIC

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
FILM
EXPIRES AUG.31 1977

BLACK, BLUE
OR
BROWN
VINYL

102 West Washington — Paris, Tenn.

SIMMONS SHOE
STORE

7 OZ

SPRAY

NANCY'S HOUSE OF SHOES

-

anis

11

REG. OR UNSCENT

FOR
FEWER CAVITIES
I NATURAL WHITENESS

CIIMP..ton•

All Sales Final

..4.41110110*

HOT, TIRED ITCHING
FEET?

ANTIPERSPIRANT

MACLEANS

.

$7
Sale Starts August 4,9:00 A.M.
$8
Shoes
Summer
All

• --...neweraesns

1.07

THEME BOOK
St 05-0100

PRICES GOOD THRU SALE

FILM

Union City, Tenn.

DATA CENTER

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

INSTANT PRINT

Out $2$3
They Go! $4

NEW WIRE BOUND

SINGLE
SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK

PR10 KODAK

LUCY'S SHOE
BOX

PLASTIC BOTTLES '•
NEW YORK I API — Non-blodegradable plastics products
make a very stable material
for use in landfill operation*,
says the Society of the Plastics
Industry. Old plastic bottles are
sanitary, will not break down
into toxic or explosive gamic
and do not pollute the wat*
table with decaying matter Or
chemical residues, the society
says.
•

Baby Boy Cleaver (mother
Shelia K.), R. 2, Murray.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

1
‘
1 !.1i
67E 7-CASE
1
11%6
1
N14 6
.
11

I

LARGE WATERMELON—Grandchildren of Mr.and Mrs.James Potts pose with watermelons from the Potts farm in the Stella community. The one large one in the center
weighed seventy-five pounds. Children, left to right, are Scott Adams,John Mark Potts,
Chuck Adams, and David Potts. They are the children of Johnny and Georgia Adams
and Jamie and Jane Potts.

meeting May attend a pet!.
formance of "Wildernes*
Road" in Berea.
The conferences, bap
tentatively scheduled to beg*
at 10 a. m. with a full day
events to follow, serve a two
fold purpose. They will no;
only provide a follow-Up to tbp:
state KAAE convention, bug
will also allow for.preliminar*
planning for the alliance*
activities in the coming yerut
The $10,000 grant to bk
received by KAAE is thk
maximum amount available;
particulsk
under
that
government program.

FREE
SCHOOL
BOX

LOCKER WITHOUT
TRAY

WITH ANY $2 OR MORE SCHOOL SUPPLY
PURCHASE GOOD THRU AUG 31 1977
SCHOOL. BOXES
C SALE FOR ONLY.

28C

COMPARE & SAVE
2 eel

MAA LOX
LIQUID ANTACID

S

Mg 1 ib
IffRaft ARIA,"

EVEREADY
Vie looK TWIN PACKS
.1 #935-2 C SIZE &
4"1 #950-2 D SIZE

BATTERIES

1.46
BEGLEY'S
FORMULA M

LIQUID ANTACID

Your Chou*

660
...4^-4111111A

• -.ma...•••••goelyeator
•

"3.
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U.S. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK
HEAVY
WESTERN
CORN FED 99
BEEF

NORTHSIDE

•

SOUTHSIDE

6 AM - 10 PM

••••

7 AM - 10 PM

'Lb.

DAILY
DAILY
Closed

OPEN SUN.

Sunday

SMOKED JOWL•SLICED-89` Lb.
py c
BACON SQUARES PIECE
Lb.
HAPPY HOME
$ 09
CORN DOGS
One Pound
U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS STEAK
SIRLOIN TIP ,

NOON-9 PM

PleacsingGYou...Pleaese6G118/

U.S. CHOICE•STEAK
BONELESS ROUND.... Lb.$109
U.S. CHOICE•STEAK
BONELESS
S 159
Lb. a
TOP ROUND

'1"

411• II
111111.11,

Lb.

894

FlELCVS 12 oz.
BACON
Pkg.SLICED

SIRLOIN TIP
WHOLE
14-16 Lb. Avg. Wt.... Lb.:139.]
TOP ROUND
WHOLE
$139
8-10 LA. AVG.
Lb

Jim Adams wants to stretch your food budget.

ROAST

"IGA Tablerite" Beef is one way. "IGA Tablerite"

U.S. CHOICE

Beef is guaranteed 100% to be fresh, tender, and

BONELESS
RUMP or
SIRLOIN TIP

juicy. Now,that's saying a lot! Pleasing people is a
way of life at Jim Adams, and that's why we offer

PRICES GOOD THRU

you "IGA Tablerite" Beef. For that fresh, tender,&

TUESDAY, AUG.9, 1977.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.

juicy flavor be sure it says"IGA Tablerite" — "Your

HEAVY WESTERN
CORN FED BEEF

—WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS—

assurance of quality." That's a Jim Adams

It's THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!"
WIN... Free Cash
Bankroll!

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

SOFT
DRINKS

This Week's Cash. Award. ..

CRACKERS

PORK'N BEANS

BIG
1 Lb.
PKG.

KRAFT•8 oz

CREAMER

PARAMOUNT

FROSTED
FLAKES

FRENCH
DRESSING

IGA•12 oz PKG

COFFEE
MATE

VANILLA
WAFERS

POLSKI
WYROB

11 oz.
JAR

32 oz. JAR

99' 49'

79'

BALLARD•6 PACK 8 oz. CAN
BISCUITS............................
BANQUET•FROZEN•I4 oz.
CREAM PIES 1N=
MINUTE MAID•FROZEN
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
For $1
TREASURE ISLE•FROZEN •
PEELED & DEVEINED
SHRIMP 6 oz. PKG.

CRISP•FIRM

HEAD

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
_44

1

IGA
'People
sovr
•leaor§ DRINKS

Rnttle

3/49'
2[1.49'
'People -

320.1

IER

300

SIZE
CAN

5 $,
FOR

in

BIG CHIEF

LUNCHEOPOMEAT

STANFORD•DRIED

PEANUT
BUTTER

SPAM

NORTHERN
BEANS

31b.

JAR

1202. CAN

BIG

99

1

50

$109

3

6.

S119

CRISP•6
RED RADISHES
DELICIOUS
SWEET POTATOES
WASHINGTON STATE
PEARS

49!

PKG.

79'
59'

LETTUCE
p.

SAVE: 20c

SHOWBOAT

Southside IGA
Open Sunday

SORRY
NO
WINNER

99, 53'

FOR79t

IGA•SALTINE

IGA•SUGAR

20 oz.
PKG.

3
People

NORTHSIDE: $200.00
Last Week's Drawing
SOUTHSIDE: $700.00
NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE

$400

GOLDEN•303 CAN

BIG
28 OL
OTTLE FO
BR

900

Bernice Garland
Wins

'II.'

U.S. CHOICE•10WA CORN FED BEEF

CHEESE
SPREAD
2 Lb Box

39C
„„
I

People
Plt

COTTONELLE

BATHROOM
TISSUE
"Softest Tissue On Earth"

4 ROLL PKG.

694
AUNT JEMIMA•FROZEN

'People

WAFFLES
....
•

.111
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Rose
Milk

1.1-Air Shopping Center
Phone 153-8304

Rose Milk

Moisturizing
Face Cream
2 oz.
Reg. $2.98

Efferdent

Denture Cleanser

effeident
• DENTURICUANSUI

98 Tablets
Reg.$3.07

$169

Miss Breck Nair Spray
11 oz. Reg.$1.72
ULTIMATE 11010
REGULAR
SUPER
UNSCENTED
SUPER UNSCENTED

Arthritis Strength

Midol Tablets
30's
Reg.
$1.59 ,

Bufferin

40 Tablets
Reg.$1.63

96c.

Fragrance
11 oz.
Reg. $1.54
25' Off Label

BRECK Shampoo

Extra Strength
50 Tablets
Reg. $1.85

Old
Spice
Stick Deodorant
Regular-Lime-Herbal
15' Off Next Purchase
of Brack Shampoo

Schick
Super II
9's
Reg.$2.80
25 Off Label
Ultra Ban
Roll-On Dead.
1.5 oz.
Reg. $1.52

93.

$1 38

Schick

Injector
Twin Blades
4's
Reg. $1.19

68c

Vitalis
Super Hold
Non-Aerosol
5 oz.
Reg. $1.73

99.

Glue
Instant
Bond
Reg. 51,89
Why Trade
At Say-Rite
Pharmacy?

Pepto Bismol

Liquid
12 oz
Reg.$2.29
Pepto Bismol

Tablets
24's
Reg.$1.19

For Upset Stomach
Indigestion
Nausea

Krazy

WE CONTINUALLY STRIVE
TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS
THE MOST EFFICIENT
AND ETHICALLY PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE POSSIBLE

13
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') Lust And Found

2 Notice

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

2 Notice
Flitter-Price

Sottiall
Tournament
Aug 27528 a S50 entry
fee is due by Aug 19
'9"
cd

4
A phone call to us can
SAVE
you several
DOLLARS
on your

EXPERIENCED
FRAMING carpenter,
minimum 2 years. No
other need apply. Call
753-0984.
•

Sailboat with trailer.

12 ft.

heavy gauge flat bot-

EXPERIENCED Service
Station Attendant to
work evening shift plus
weekends. Apply in
person. Shell Station at
12th & Chestnut.

tom.

Call 767-2452
or 753-0387.

TV Towers
and

Antennas
in
JESUS STATES
Revelations 2:17 "He
that hath an ear, let him
hear what the spirit
sayeth unto the churches; to him that
overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna.,.
and will give him a
white stone, and in this
stone a new name
written, which no man
knoweth saving he that
receiveth
it."
Revelations 22:12,
"And, behold, I come
quickly; and my reward
is with me,to give every
man according as his
work shall be." You are
invited to our Bible
study, for further information call 753-0984.

IV Service Center
Central (emir
753-5145

We Want
You

For our nest class
Our next cownetolorr
class twill begin on
Autivnt 15. N v ou are
terestesi in starting this

(test please caN us and
set up an appointment
for an Interview N sou
fee out of town please
call us coflect
We are approved Dv
kv State Board 01
Cosmetolmp S A ap
proved appmved for
rehabilitation and a
member of the kr Mate
Hairdressers Associati is

WE WANT an aggressive,
hard-working Used Car
Manager to lead our
troops in emptying the
whole lot. Swiftly. Know
current car market
values...and personnel,
too? Here's' a longrange, high-return way
to become a part of
with
management
Central Illinois' leading
dual dealership. Salary
your
match
.to
credentials. Right now
write Box 32H.
•

1-4-2

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra FOR
WATKINS
copies. Made from any
Products. :Contact
size into any size.
Holman Jones, 217 South
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
13th, phone 753-3128.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
5 Lost And Found
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear enLOST - Black Labrador
trance.
Retriever with white
spot on chest. Was
DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
picked up in front of Big
Missing persons, child
John's., • Murray by
custody, etc. Gibson
person driving silver
Colin-ty D-et ectiveNova. Six to 8 weeks old.
Agency. Write to: Box
Reward. Contact Jim
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Menees at ,Big John's,
Nights after 7 p.m. 753753-9616.
9514.

a

COOK. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive,
between 9 and S.
HELP NEEDED to sell
Playhouse Toys now
through December. No
collecting or delivery.
No cash .investment.
Call 489-2792.

BRING YOUR friends
and enjoy the beautiful
scenery and good food at
Cypress Springs
Restaurant overlooking
beautiful Ky. Lake.
Closed Mondays. Call
436-5496.

ell's Beauty
School

6 Help Wanted
WANTED FULL TIME
'baby sitter for infant.
Must have references.
Call 753-4023.
FULLY EXPERIENCED
body and paint man.
Pay based on Commission. Management
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commission.
Call for appointment or
W.
Gary
contact
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Shop, Highway 68 East.
Phone 522-9990 or 5223927.
•

Executive
Secretary
Position available for
local and established
firm.
Salary
negotiable. Benefits
with excellent opportunity for adExvancement.
in
perience
bookkeeping
and
secretarial
duties
required. Send resume
to Box 32 F,Murray.

CRAFTS
now
Dealerships
with
available
American Handicrafts if
existing
have
you
business or if you are
opening a new business
with companion lines.
Call Cecil Hudson, 817write
336-3030
or
American Handicrafts 3
Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX. 76102.
14. Want To Buy

DRESSER FOR a beauty
shop. Call 753-7541.
WOULD LIKE, TO buy'
used 2-wheel trailer.
Phone 901-247-5542 or
753-5346.
GAS REFRIGERATOR
and junk air conditioners. Call 474-2748,
or 474-8848.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
7?3-5669.

Beatle Batley

ONE USED (7t. Air
Conditioner, 6,000 BTU,
•like new, $14.00 per
month WAC, for information call 753-0595.
ONE USED G.E. air
conditioner, 10.000 BTU,
like .riewt
per.
month, WAC, for information call 753-0597.

$17,04

PUT OUT
THAT FIRE!

11'5 GETTING

I T'S GOING TO
GET HOTTER,
PRINCE.

THAT.
To MUCH
riLL GETNow

TOO HOT IN
HERE.

HEROIN IS
HERE ?

I KNEW
`rOU'D GET
TO THAT,
HOOP!

OUESTICAIS
NEED
ANSWER5,
1S
.

Blonde
EL-MO,
WHY ARE YOU
WEARING
THOSE DARK
GLASSES

Li'l Abner
/MOVE X71-IR BA9O4CiE INHILE
LET THE PEOPLE KNOW 100
WILL BE STAYING HERE.
3 30ALTHOUGH

1T15

471
•I

ti
.
3lc....

'AokilfPbs"-;--

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
FURBEDROOM
NITURE. Call after 6,
753-8948,
DINETTE SET - large
vinyl
six
table,
chairs,
upholstered
matching hutch. Like
new. Call 753-7648.
NEWLY
SIX
walnut
reupholstered
dining chairs, $150. Call
753-0423.

USED 96 INCH. 110 watt
bulbs,
flourescent
guaranteed to work, 25
cents each. Big K, call
753-8777.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
UTILITY POLE for
trailer, 50 ft: of underground cable included. Call 753-5778:
USED AIR conditioners
6,000 BTU. 14,000 BTU,
16,000 BTU. Two oval
_purple accent rugs, size
fringe,
custom made draperies
soft green), used on a
few years, 113 x 95.
White sheer glass
curtains, 46 x 95. Call
753-8077, 1 p.m.

20

Sports

Equipment

FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator, white. In
good condition. $35. Call
437-4701.

STOVE,
REFRIGERATOR, bed.
Call 753-2681.
EARLY AMERICAN sofa
and chair, $50. Gold
crush
velvet
Mediterranean style
sofa, $50. Call 753-6103.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

SAIL BOATS. Irwin,
Pearson, Venture, AMF
Alcort, Dyer Dingheys.
Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City Ky.

12 x 16 3 bedroom, 1;'s
baths. $500 and take
over payments. Call 7530278.

SIX FOOT pool table, $75
or best offer. Call 7538251.
TWO 12 gauge shotguns.
One automatic, one
pump. Call 753-0278.
14' POLARCRAFT Vbottom aluminum
fishing boat, and trailer.
12 horse Elgin motor
and mini-cota trolling
motor. $375. See at 1310
Doran Rd. or call 7535287.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.

23 Exterminating

Termite ."01
Inspection
Certified ex ea
Anil Ctrs* Nemo aripsirs

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Noss. wowed mol •••••••1 row MI
roars. Ds on sip soy amine sod Wis
is fhol.
100 South 13th St.
Phone 763-3914
Roaches. Sliver Fish

and Shrubs

_.
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Baraboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTFtESS AND
1136
FURNITURE
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.

ART CRAFT sewing
machine, good condition. $50. Call 436-5560.

BELL & HOWARD movie
camera, Model Onenine, Projector model
253 AX and screen.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3109.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward Ipock Route 2,
Providence, Ky. Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030.

SPRING SPECIAL Paint COMPLETE NEEDLE
Sale. Hanna first quality
CENTER. House of
Latex Satin Sheen,
Thousands in
Fox FOR SALEAn original
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
Meadows, South 16th.
tog cabin. Over 140
per gallon. Hanna semi209 Colors of Pater•-• years old, in excellent
gloss enamel regular,
nayan
needlepoint
condition. Call 474-2384.
$10, sale, $8.00 per
yarns, 9 cents strand or
gallon. Murray Lumber
$1.70 ounce(of
one
TOMATO JUICERS, no
Company, 753-3161.
color). 129 colors Elsa
pre cooking, no pealing.
Williams crewel emDoes a bushel in 30
FOR ANY WOOD cutting
broidery yarns. Comminutes. $19.88. Wallin
job, large or small, we
plete color line of
Hardware, Paris.
have just the right saw
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
for you. Do it better with
26 TV Radio
yarns, Hardanger and
Poulan chain saw, only
Aida cloth for counted
19"
. REPOSSESSED
$79.95. Tidwell Lawn
thread
embroidery.
Townhouse
color
T.V.,
and Garden, 303 Main
Three types linen on
series with stand, $19.O0
Street, Hazel, Ky. 492bolts. Complete line
per month, WAC, for
8147.
latch hook rug patterns
information call 753and yarns. Kits and
0596.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll complete line of, accessories for each
REPOSSESSED ZENITH
felt $5.00. Plywood 34.. needle art or .needle
Wedge Stereo System
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 work. 15 per cent
with 8 track tape
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8 discount for senior
.recorder, am-fm stereo.
sheets ovrr 80 selectiohs citizens. Free lessons in
turntable and very large
starting at $2.95 ea. all needlearts. Time:
speakers, $25.00 per
Wood Spindles at 5 cents Monday thru Saturday
month WAC, for inper
Paint. .10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
inch.
formation call 753-0596.
Sunday 1-9.
Styofoam inSulation
and 1- 4 lc 8 sheets.
19 Farm Equipment
REPOSSESSED console
Doors starting at $5.00
T.V., G.E. 25" color,
ea. Bathroom vanities TWO ROW ideal corn
$25.00 per month WAC,
and wall board. Tomato
picker, rubber tired
for information call 753stales at fi cents per ft.
wagon, one rotary Hoe
0595.
New shipment of safes
One manure Spreader.
Call 753-6720.
from $25.00 and up. Used
WANTED RESPONoffice desks st4rting at
SIBLE party to take up
$40.00. used office chairs CA ALLIS CHALMERS
payments on 25" color
tractor
with plow, disc
starting at $10.00. Steel
T. V. J and B Music, 753and cultivator. Call 247pipe several sizes at 15
7575.
0064.
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
27 Mnblie HorrP Sales
20 Sports Equipment
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq• TV,' SKI BOAT, V-drive, FOR 9ALE - 12 x 60
ft. for .grcve houses.
small blqck Oldsmobile
Windsor. Good conmotor se4th headers.
patios, carports, skirdition. Lots of cabinets
ting for avera.ge trailer
$1200. Call 435-4137.
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
,
Tu3t7k&n. 382
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O. WOMEN'S GOLF clubs
furniture including
$6°
Box.00
6 Martin,
and carrying cart. Like
washer and dryer to
MI:rt's4 T
phone 901-587-2420. Open
new. Call 7534987-after 4
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p.m:
Set. until 31:06:-.'T":7!-7.-44T z:4...; •
LAIP64:4,44!•Mk---...""anNA191101400410taptog.
•

-

•

CORN FOR SALE, imie
West of the Penny Store
75 cents a dozen.
41 Public Sales
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday. 8-3 p.m. Utterback Road, turn left
on 641 North next to
Seven Seas. Next to last
house on road.

12 x AO 2 bedroom mobile
home on acre lot. Near
Elementary.
East
GARAGE SALE Excellent condition.
Portable color T.V.,
500. Call 753-0827 or •
$8
.
and chair, chest,
desk
436-2130.
dinette set with 6 chairs,
boys bicycle, Avon car
1973 12 x 65 Vindale with
collectors bottles and
large expand°, super
many, many other
condition.See at Riviera
items. Tuesday and
• Courts or call 753-3280,
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
before 5, or- 4364524
till 9. 1718 Holiday
after 6.
Drive.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
YOUR
WE
NEED
MOBILE HOMES and
Merchandise. Julie's
mobile hope spaces for
Auction Barn, Auction
rent, at Riviera Courts.
every Saturday night.
Call 753-3280.
Receiving consignments
Monday, Friday
every
30 Business Rentals
and Saturday. Call 1-247OFFICE SPACE con0166 for pickup. Yard
sisting of 2 rooms and
sales welcome. Highway
bath, central heat and
45 South, Mayfield, Ky.
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
641 AUCTION HOUSE,
Friday August 5th. 6:30
31 Vriaol To Rent
p.m. Round oak table,
icebox, 2 sets of "oak
THREE
TWO
OR
spindle.back chairs, old
bedroom house or house
radio and record player,
trailer. In or near town.
washstand, high back
Call 753-0867.
bed,old school desk, and
small oak tables.
WANTED-DUPLEX or
apartment, or care for
YARD SALE, Thursday,
elderly person. Two in
Furniture, clothes, and
family, mother and
miscellaneous items. 301
daughter. Call s753-3751.
South 6th.
WANT TO RENT a
GARAGE SALE - We're
garage. Write to Box
Furniture,
moving.
3132 University Station,
clothes, small apinclude telephone
pliances, radios, lots of
number.
and
Friday
junk.
32 Apartments For Rent
Saturday. 1102 Meadow
Lane.
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment, 1602 Olive
SALE,
GARAGE
Street. Close to campus.
.Saturday, August 6, 8-4.
Furnished. For inClothes, toys, household
formation call 753-4451.
items, drapery rods.
1504 Dudley Drive.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM, furnished house 2 miles out.
Air condition, washer,
and dryer. $150 month.
Call 753-2984.

SIX PARTY Rummage
Sale, at American
Legion Hall. Friday and
Saturday, 9-6.

THREE
BEDROOM
house on 2 acres lot. 3k2
miles East of Murray.
$100 month. Call 7533646.

MOVING SALE - appliances,
furniture,
clothing, odds and ends.
7b2 miles North of
Murray. North 641.
Friday and Saturday, 85. Sunday. 1-5.

37

18. Sewing
SEWING MACHINE
portable Kenmore zigzag, 14 decorative
stitches, button-holer,
like new. Call 753-2406.

40 Pioaio.r

21 Mobile Home Sales
12:511 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
all electric. Call 7539829.

It. FREE
REPOSSESSED HEAVY
duty G.E. washer &
dryer, avacodo color,
$24.00 per month WAC,
for information call 7530596.

MO

17'FIBERGLASS boat, 75
h.p. Johnson. H.D.
trailer. $500. Call
753042.

G.E.

PRINCE!

"PHANTOM ROUGH ON
ROUGHNECKS," OLP
JUNGLE SAYING.

Ti-ic5e carx.)
- K5
I TIPPED )0t.1 OFF
ON, F-c5D0CKTHEY'RE- ALL
AFTAR
MEM-

MUST SELL man's
Aigner leather coat
worn 1 season. Size
medium. Best offer
accepted. New kay
guitar, never played.
Best offer accepted. Call
753-0903.

HANNAH'S HUSBAND
Hector hates hard work
so he cleans the rugs. ETHAN ALLEN solid
with Blue Lustre. Rent
hardrock maple table,
electric shampooer,
formica top, with four
Western Auto, home of
chairs. Excellent
"Wishing Well Gift
condition. Doris Rose,
Shop."
753-3690.

WHEN HE COMES OUT
LIKE GROUC440,
HE'S SPENT THE
MORNING AT
THE
KEYHOLE

VVALKING

The Phantom

CS7
;
t

PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers Shells 2
bushels an hour. $9.88.
Wallin Hardssare, Parts,
Tenn.

10 Business Opportunity

NEEDS
TEACHER
babysitter for 2'2 year
old in my home. Call 7538675.

I HAVE THE
STRANGEST
FEELING I'M
DENG
WATCHED

FOR SALE: used Early
American sofa and
Needs
chair.
reupholstering $25.00.
_ Phone 1-354-6:217 after
4:00 13. m,

TWIN BEDS ,.4,ith box
springs and mattresses.
Excellent condition Call
753-1586 or after 5 p.m.
753-3590.

WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
-Enterprises,' Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

15 Articles For Sale

GM V4 ENGINE, CB
radio, air conditioners,
scanner, amplifier. Call
474-2748 or 474-8848.

,OUNG PROGRESSIVE
professional office needs
key person with ability
to meet- public. Some
business college
preferred. Respond to
P.O. Box 103.

Sale

CARWE BUY used trailers. CLEANINGEST
Call 1442-1918 or after 5,: PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
443-8515.
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
USED
MOTORCYCLE
K, Bel Aire Shopping
trailer. Call 753-2491 or
Center.
753-1646.

OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks
for sale. Coil 901-2473318.

DENTAL ASSISTANT part time, will train.
Send resume to Ledger
and Times, Box 32G.

EXPERIENCED cleanup man. Call 753-6038.

15. Articles For

14. Want To Buy

6 Help Wanted

NEED GREETING
CARDS, etc. Something
new this year, beautiful -EXPERIENCED COOK
macrame items. See you
for day shift. 6:30 a.m.-3
p.m. Call 753-2997.
at the Bank of Murray,
Friday and Saturday,
SECRETARY,typing and
Gerald Waldrop.
bookkeeping required.
and
Send
resume
handwriting sample to
GOING OUT
P.O. Box 270.*
OF BUSINESS • _
BIG SAYINGS
WANTED
1974 Triumph TR 6 air exWAITRESSES, cooki_
tras
and dishwashers. Applyc'T
. 1967 Ford pickup good truck
in person to Mr. L's, 309
N. 16th.
12 ft. Mossberg Mallard

is sponsoring
a Women s

F., mere ireferneatien
Perk Office 753-7640

LOST PUPPY - brown,
male, black collar. Near
5 points area. Call 759.1197.

WHAT WE do best is
care: NEEDLINE, 7536333.

AS OF AUGUST 3, 1977, I
will no longer be
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. Bobby D. Judkins.

106 *5

M X1E"IE

7.."

1 legal Notice

Livestock Supplies

BEAUTIFUL
PALOMINO 9 year old
mare, American saddle
breed. Call 436-5412.

38. Pets

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund,7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
BEAGLE PUPPIES for
sale. Call 489-2415.

til

7

4

East Cheerleader

Yard sale
Saturday, 4ugust 6,
1977, 9 A. m. to ???
Behind East Elementary School on Pottertown Road, toys,
perfume, bottles, handmade items. Baby
items and misc.

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISAIS
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER

REDUCED IN PRICE
MORE tHAN $6,000.00!
Here is a three bedroom lakefront home on a
spacious lot with 150 feet of lake frontage. The
low-Vice includes a boathouse with four slips
protected by canal breakwater. Brick veneer exterior, covered porch facing lake. Really priced
to move,so don't wait!

DONMD R TUCKER 4 f Ul 1 SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM

502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople

to Serve You

NIGHTS, WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
436-5676
Chuck Shuffett..... .
753-4560
Patricia Miller
753-7550

Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. . 753-1930
Member MON listing Service and Murray Callaway County
Board of Realtor.

5
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BI-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms,2 baths, large
family room in walkout
basement...Profession
ally decorated and
unique...Flowering
trees, and lovely landscaped lawn. We also
have a neat white
stucco...10 minutes from
town near groceries. 2
bedrooms, eat-in kitchen, recently
redecorated. Priced in
the teens. For further
information on these
homes,call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
LBL
GATEWAY
Development.
Lovely
lot, must sell. $2500.
Padgett and Associate
Realtors, 502-826-1166.
EARLY VICTORIAN 5
bedroom home on Main
Street. Built in 1917 and
known,. as the Bradley
home, this is one of
Murray's finest older
homes.Features include
hardwood floors, intricate carvings on
stairway, mantles and
baseboards. We would
love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of real estate
services.

age
an
and

apre,
ids.
of
41.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1651

43 Real Estate

LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 3/
1
2
baths on extra large lot.
Home has everything
including central gas
heat, centeal . air,
fireplace--; double
garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? - Shown by appointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

REALTY!!!
OKOPPfRUD
"Tow Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 Mail 753-1222

RFAI'l

HOUSE AND 41
/
2 acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside
and out and has 2
bedrooms, living room
with stone fireplace,
new bathroom, and
kitchen. Quiet, scenic
location. Priced to sell
fast. Mid 20's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for prompt,
efficient Service.

FIRST TIME OFFERED
- 1627 Loch Lomond - BEAUTIFUL WOODED
LOT for sale on Hickory
Lovely 3 bedroom brick
Drive. One of a few
veneer, large livingremaining wooded lots
dining room, gracious
within the city limits of
entry hall with slate
Murray. Price reduced
floor, large family
to 85,900. Call KOProom,kitchen with builtin appliances (range, PERUD REALTY, 7531222 for courteous and
dishwasher, disposal,
competent
Real Estate
exhaust fan ).*Tastefully
Service.
decorated throughout.
Economical gas heat,
central electric air, gas NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom, 1k2 bath ,brick
grill in back. Ideally
house at 1517 Glendale.
located on quiet street
This homeis extremely
near Robertson School.
economical to cool and
Beautifully landscaped
heat and you would be
yard. Paved driveway.
quite
surprised at the
For appointment to see
low utility bills. Owners
this lovely home, call or
moving out of state and
come by, 105 N. 121t,
home will be available
Boyd Majors Real
for immediate ocEstate, 753-8080.
cupancy. Priced to sell
fast at under $30,000.
CLOSE TO
shopping
KOPPERUD
Phone
center. Reduced to sell,
REALTY 753-1222 for
house in excellent
more information.
condition, many large
shade trees,3 bedrooms,
dining room, 2 car
garage. Waldrop Real
Estate 753-7249 or 7530686.
•
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres tendable. Call 4892131.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
242 beetli 4*Street
Phase 7863263
45 Farms For Sale

FOR
SALE

100' x 310' LOTS - Two
adjoining level lots on
US-641 South, near
Green Plains Road.
$2650 each. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.

115 Acres of good bottom land.
located 34 miles South of Tri
City,Ky.on Illetway 97,
TIla propertry Is the farm of
the late Mary E.Mordock.for
more information see or call
Billy C. Poyner, 203 Kees
Drive, Mayfield, Kentucky.
247-01194. Executor of Mary E.
MIturdock'sEstate.
46 Homes For Sale

753-2835

Sorel Sorel
20 Mile
Free Delivery
Rested, reedy te use, Or buy e 11-9sild sod sem. commie. eM
reedy to assemble Id en te 14.05 stiedind,h.t.03 preset eas sin
needed. Sep IS. met *se eons to Casten kit ori buy Wm best
furl....
OMIT PROTAKI 11111111111116 7534N4

25% OFF SALE
Ford lawn tractors
"
r71 mow and tow
"
0
1

M 411"
s
r

We have the rugged lawn
tractors that do your mowing and other yard jobs
with ease.

Ford Country...Better ideas right in
your own back yard:

MURRAYFORDTRACTOR
753-9482 520 South 4th

THREE
ROOMY
bedroom house. Two
baths, storage space for
everything. Gas heat,
in
lot
large
Gatesborough.
Possession mid August.
Call 753-3459.
NEARLY FINISHED
house in country on 3
/
2 miles S. E. of
acres. 61
Muriay. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, 86,500. Call 4362173.
BY OWNER - 3 or 4
bedroom frame house
full
attic,
with
basement, garage, gas
heat, on quiet street,
near University. Under
$27,000. Call 753-5995,
after 5.
EXTRA NICE ,new 4
bedroom house convenient to school. This 2
story house is just right
for a large family.
Priced to sell. Call 753-

39o3.
A FRAME HOUSE, 4
rooms downstairs and 2
upstairs with large lot.
215 South 11th. Call 7530833.

---e-

46 Homes For Sale

House
For Solo
By Qwner
Located in Panorama
Shores, 3 bedroom,
bath, large kitchen, with
dishwasher and garbage
disposal, cfining room
with fireplace, large
living -room.- - with
fireplace. Lots of closets
and storage. 3 car
garage,finished and panneled with full bath and
pull down stairway in
garage. Has large lot with
separate deed. Will sell
with Of without extra lot.
House is 7 years old
$41,500.00 for house and
lot or $44$00.00 with
the extra lot. Phone 7537940 or 436-2181

1505 PARKLANE

IDlY 1411111153-1114 PAT 1118111111 43W1/1 OM OMR /9411
241 MIMS MRS MII MIAMI 153-1411 IRA MR MINI
MN OMR 153-611
PAMNO 1534114
IL CRUI 153-51n
none 753-1451
412 Saab 126 brew,
41111.111•11MIIMIIIMMIE11111=1111111111MIMIKIIIM.1118_
_
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1974 VEGA Hatchback in
good condition. Can be
seen at the Smorgasbord
after 2:00 p.m.
1971 MUSTANG, - fist
traek;-- -• black. Cood
condition. Call 753-5782
or 753-9828 after 5:30
p.m.
1973 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive,/
3
4 ton truck. Call
753-5532.
1968 BUICK Electra, fully
equipped, loaded. Open
Road camper and a boat
trailer. Call 753-5334.

LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
Adjpining
house.
University, 201 N. 36th.
Call 753-9799.

1972 DATSUN 2 door, 4
speed. $895. 1973 Nova,
automatic, power
steering, 6 cylinder,
$1295. Cull 489-2595.

BY OWNER, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths,
garage, large laundry
room, wall to wall
carpeting, central heat
and air, near University
and Robertson School.
$39,500. Call 753-8417.

1974
AMERICAN
MOTORS Matador, one
owner. 52;000 miles.
Power and air. $1395.
Call 489-2595.

1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new With
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-7216.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
1973 HONDA
4,000 miles.
6000. Must
week. $900 or

CB 500-4
Call 753sell this
best offer.

1976 HARLEY DAVIDSON. Call 489-2524.
HONDA 350-4., Good
condition with padded
sissy bar. Call 767-6104
after 4 p.m.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 7539. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.

1969 MUSTANG in good
BY OWNER - imcondition. Located in
mediate possession, nice
Stella on Lynn Lawson,
3 bedroom brick, on
Road.
shaded corner lot. Near
schools,
University and
1971 _CORVETTE conlarge living room, den
vertible, 4 speed, air,
with Franklin fireplace,
AM-FM, custom front
kitchen and dining area
end and paint. Call 753with stove and dish7670.
.
Washer, 2 baths, utility
room, garage workshop 1977 RABBIT, 4 speed, 2
door, excellent conwith attic storage.
dition. Call after 6 p. m.
Private backyard with
753-0745.
• nice patio and grill,
garden. A quality home,
CHEVROLET
priced to sell, $32,510, 1968
pickup, straight shift,
Call 753-7477 after 5 p.m.
air condition, good
condition. Also topper
OLDER FRAME house
and cattle ..racks. Call
with 5 acres. Also 5 acre
753-6343.
Call 492-8178. ' •

This neat 4 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick on a nice
quiet street. Wall to wall carpet, paved drive,
porch, patio, carport, disposal, built-in range,
refrigerator and dishwasher. Priced in the low
30's.
Yew business is Aims appisocinted ii 1011E51S MATT.

1968 INTERNATIONAL,
panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 3/4 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.

1968 ONE OWNER, 442
Oldsmobile. Ideal for
young man or work car.
Has not been hot rodded,
good condition. Call 4928697 after 5 p.m.

120TR4%c
bike,
s
$125.00. hon 74-6217.

1971 BUICK LeSabre, 2
door. Can be seen at 1814
Sherry Lane.
1970 FORD pickup. Call
7534368 after 5 p.m.,
make an offer.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

TWO STORY house in
Hazel,9 rooms, bath and
large garage on corner
lot. Make offer. Call 7537415.

47 Motorcycles

Furches Jewelry
113S. 4th

1976 DODGE FOUR
wheel drive, power
steering, and brakes,
wide mudders. Roll bar.
$4600. 1969 Chevelle SS,
327 engine, $700. Call
436-2332.

"WHATS GONG OW OVER N 'THE
WHITE HOUSE? YOU'RE "THE 'THIRD
CASE OF 75.11.11S ELBOW INS WEEK!'

1968 FORD /
3
4 ton pickup
with cap. 1972 Ford I2
ton pickup. Both fully
equipped. Best offer on
each. Must sell. Call 7591054 or 753-1450.
1968 FORD pick-up;6 cyl.
straight shift $275.00.
1968 Chevy pick-up, 6
cyl. straight shift, good
rubber,$475.00. Phone 1354-6217.
1971 DODGE van, low
mileage. Call 1-527-8551.
1974 GRAND TORINO,
white with white vinyl
top. Vood condition. Call
49&-8279.
1975 CORDOBA. Loaded
with factory extras,
including sun roof.
Super clean. Joy to
drive. $4750 firm. Call
753-6202 after 4.
1971 LTD, power steering
and brakes, air, tape
deck, good tires, fair
condition. $650. Call 7530829 after 5 p.m.
1976 INTERNATIONAL.
Scout. excellent condition. Call 753-1804 after
5 p.m
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop Dark Green.
C- all 527-8273 after 4:00.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Ottered

1974 BUICK Century
Luxus 2-door hardtop
Burgundy, vinyl roof,
air, AM-FM Stereo - 8
track tape, mag wheels,
power steering, power
disc brakes, clean,
excellent condition. One
twin bed. Call 762-2906
days
or
753-9567
evenings.

QUALITY

*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Pronipt Service

Is

49 Used Cars & Trucks

lo

e,
y,

WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced. ,
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 7537531 or 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.

03 Real Estate
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43 Real Estate

1969 CHEVY MALIBU.
1966 Buick Skylark. Call
753-8424 after 4 p.m.
1968
FORD
LTD
Brougham, automatic,
double power and air.
Real nice. Call 753-1874
after 4 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years,and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or • monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.
DOZER WORK,all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

51 Services Offered

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling.
and top soil. Call J4it
Beard, 436-2306.

INSULATION SAVES
$$$$. Rock wool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
available.
Free
estimates. Call 753-3316.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing, residential and
commercial. General
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.

HAVING TROUBLE SIGN PAINTING. Call
getting those small
753-9998.
plumbing jobs done?
1975 CHEVROLET Lai. • Then call 753-6614.
Lew mileage, , wilWr
topper. Call 753-6153.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
1974 MACH L power, air,
437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
wheels. Extra nice.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
Must sell. Call 753-9968.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
We Cut
exterior. Also dry wall
1968 CAMARO needs
exyears
finishing.
10
&
Glass
work. Call 767-2512
perience. Call 436-2563,
between Sand 7 p. m.
Plaskoglass
Ralph Worley.
For
Windows,
50 Campers
LICENSED ELECPicture Frames,
WESTERN KY.TRAVEL
TRICIAN and gas inetc.
TRAILERS - complete
stallation
will
do
campers' store and
plumbing, heating and
service department at
sewer cleaning. Call 753124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
7203.
Ky. Call 522-8507.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
SMALL PULL type
coating and repairs. For
camping trailer,sleeps 2
Chestnit Street
estimates call 753-1537.
adults and 1 child. $395
Good condition. Call 435- CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
4433.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
reasonable rates, , Steam clean one room at
WHITES CAMPER
references, free
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
SALES located 4 miles
estimates. Quick drying.
will clean the hallway
East of Murray, on
CaU 753-5827 or 753-9618.
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
Highway 94 toward
10' room would only be
Kenlake. Both new and
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
used.. Bank financing
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
or 753-0129.

Murray
Nome &
Auto

WILL SIT or stay wi*
elderly lady day ot
night. Call 753-3739.
WILL DO bushogging and
level yards. Breaking
fall gardens. Call 753;.
8527.

AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioners, parts and
accessories. Call 4744,
2748 or 474-8848.
BONANZA BUILDINGS
for farm, commercid, _
and industrial. AS
about
our
ENGI-•
NEERED UNI-FRAME
Construction. Bob'
Johnson, P.O. Box 678,.
Murray,753-8025.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home, days. Two years
and older. Call 753-4732.

MM.

SIX WEEK old half
shepherd half collie
female puppies. Call 4892203.
FREE - Beautiful lopg
haired kittens of all sizes
and colors. Will make
lovely pets. Being cared
for by iltunane Society
and must find good
homes for them soon.
Call 753-3994.
BEAUTIFUL blue eyed
Siamese cat with 4
adorable kittens. Owrier
leaving town. Call 7536453
MEDIUM SIZE female
dog,less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
FREE KITTEN. Phone
753-6550.

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER

51 Services Offered
COMPLETE
MOBILE
home repair service,
factory trained. Anchors, roofs sealed,
plumbing, parts. Call
753-3309.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

DRIVEWAYS and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Rip
Rap delivered and
placed. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 7535429 after 4 p. m.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
GUTTERING BY.
Sears, Sears continuous
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

One of the Purchase Areas most progressive accounting firms is seeking a person with a high
degree of secretarial and bookkeeping skills.
Position reports directly to manager of operations.
Some college and practical experience helpful.
Downtown location, paid parking, employee
benefits program.
Please send resume, handwriting sample and
particulars to L McWherter,Office Manager.
Tom E. Shirley CPA, 509 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

OWNERS TRANSFERRED
Owner's have just reduced price $2,000 and want
offer on this pretty 3 bedroom house in the country with a big 2 acre lot. Central electric heat and
air, 2 baths, large family room with fireplace.
Decorated with custom made draperies, very attractive carpeting and wallpaper. Priced in the
40's.

.

Want, Ad Sale

WALLIS DRUG

The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times,is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August A
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
.
w.• Ads must run three consecutive days
v• No changes will be made in copy
r Paid days will run first
.-No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect

•PRESCRIPTIONS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House Paris, Tennessee
Th Is week a 10 HP Atlas Riding Mower in good
condition, 9 piece Queen Ann dining room suite,
nice old wind up victrola, Oak dressers, oak
dining table odd tables, chairs, cherry handmade baby cradle, old school desk, Trunks,
rocker,glass &Sties,somc depression glass.

NUMBER OF DAYS PAID
•
3
11.
9
.

Shorty McBride

NUMBER OF DAYS FREE I TOTAL DAYS RUN
1
it
2
II
1
3
'
12_

N247 Auctioneer
•

4
4
••••

...IL c.o.s.
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PRICES
GOOD
FRI.SAT.
ONLY

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOURS:
9-9 MON-SAT
1-6 SUNDAYS

Aug.
5&6
ON SUMMER MERCHANDISE IN STOCK

BIG
LADIES'
DRESSES

Spring/Summer

SHORTS
REDUCED
TO

SEVERAL
STYLES & COLORS
AVAIUBLE TO
CHOOSE FROM

LADIES'
BATHING
SUITS

LADIES'
SPRING AND
SUMMER
TOPS

1.43

LADIES'

(4sk-

REDUCED
FROM

PRICE

50%
75%

REDUCED
TO

REDUCED
TO

CHARCOAL et
BRIQUETS

/2 PRICE

2 '

PRICE

MEAD
NOTEBOOK
PAPER
200 Sheets
Reg.
99c

2/100

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER
Size

3/100

be*.

CHARCOAL

4

BOYS'
SHORTS
REDUCED TO

— BOYS'
SHIRTS
Short Slum
with button up
fronts

VIVA
PAPER
TOWELS

1/

/2

PRICE

2/100

MEN'S
FLANNEL SHIRTS

REDUCED
2 PRICE
1
/

Great with Jeans
or Dress Slacks

REDWOOD PICNIC TABLES

466

Reg.
73°

,•ta

This will be the last time
this item will be advertised
this summer

00

.

77°17
Plashing

1

PRESTONE
11

Reg.S32.0026

Antifreeze

366
MK

onmempri
MATCH vibift
KING
00Disposable
ISMOOMNIN
to.MP

Lighters
Reg.67'

10
2/

Truckload Pillow Sale

WOOD
STEP
LADDERS

288
•

24

Bed
Pillow

K840

%920

Bed
Pillow

Sofa
Pillow

Sofa
Pillow

99c 2P5 73c '168
Several Styles Not listed

Reg.$4.88
•

•=11000.
"male,

•410-'

Several Colors To Choose From

BLANKETS

